Alexa Muhr
Evan, I leave you with the best 3
years of my life and hopefully the
many to come. I leave you with
my very grumpy days, basketball
games, the movies, shopping,
Snoopy Cards, Blades of Glory,
Edward Scissorhands, your goofy
faces, driving me around, our
Sunday hangouts, the many
naps, Spanish class, our
lunchtime dates, school dances,
our first picture, shooting hoops,
shaving your head, your smile,
and all of the other many unforgettable memories. I will love
you forever. Megan “Nut Meg,” I
leave you with “My mommy
knows your mommy” and for
being best friends since elementary school. I leave you with our
long heart-to-heart talks,
Starbucks, Target Adventures
with your mom, dancing together
from Step N’ Out to the Lady
Dawgs dance team, shopping,
tanning (and burning) in your
pool, survivor, American Idol
“Ice Ice Baby CRASH,” IHOP, the
New Jersey Gypsies, Florida (and
all of the rain!), and my second
family. I love you to the mall and
back, and that counts stopping at
Starbucks on the way! Dev, I
leave you with talking through
our eyes, texting when we are sitting right next to each other,

Taylor Farber
To the Class of 2010-I leave all of
the memories of high school that
will last forever. Thanks for four
wonderful years. Jessica- Where
can I begin? Knowing each other
since birth, I leave you MOBHF,
snowtubing, and our ridiculous
New Years parties and dances. We
can’t forget THE POSSE, manhunt
at the old Steve Farber house, and
ebaum’s world. Maddie and Macy
and all of our crazy memories
from wrestling. I want to thank
you for always being there for me.
Lastly, a quote to end with, “I
woke up too early!” Kelsey - I

Singles Life, True Colors, taking
care of Lena, our basketball boys,
and for knowing each other way
too well. Love you so much.
Lena, I leave you with being
friends since the 3rd grade, Mrs.
Steckel, Beatrix Potter, hiding
Cheetohs throughout Megan’s
living room, dirt, helping me
shop at the mall, your wonderful
advice, our story time, your elementary birthday party, my bath
tub, cactus, and my love keychain. Love you bunches!
D.A.M.M., I leave you all the
nights of Apples to Apples, our
many laughs and cries, our Girls’
nights, our talks, and most
importantly I leave you my heart.
I love you all! Martin, I cannot
even think of us leaving for college so far from each other. I am
going to miss you so much. I
leave you with Public Speaking
class and our children’s books,
riding in your car, teaching me
how to skateboard, driving your
dirt bike, splitting pizza, Dorney
Park, Wendy’s, your afro, and
always making me laugh. Thank
you for always being so true to
me and for being my best friend.
Christian, I leave you with my
elementary love and passing
notes, freshman homecoming,
diner adventures, your beautiful
mullet, and Dorney with my family. I will miss you. Jessie, I leave

you with the old times and vacations to the beach. I leave you
with the rest of your high school
years without me and for being
like sisters for our entire lives.
Have fun and live it up, these
next few years will fly right by!
Love you tons. Nick P, I leave

with messing up my hair, diner
adventures, playing with your
hair, your laugh, freezing baseball games and taking one for the
team, staring at you during class,
and pushing you to DO WORK!
Matt Gill, I leave you with the
best dance partners in the fashion

you our homeroom talks, your
harassment, your buff arms,
Zeus, Dorney Park, Wendy’s,
Calculus, your laziness, and
English. What will I do without
you next year? Sean, I leave you

show. I will definitely miss it a
lot! Jake Kern, I leave you with
“BEST FRIEND!” and your amazing dance skills. Nick V, I leave
you with the dance team. You
will always be my co-captain.

leave you gelatos, THE GOONIES
(plus my obsession with old
movies), our constant talks over
Vampire Diaries and Glee, the
poop on the road, and our late
times learning dances to every
song possible. Amanda - Arvie,
what can I say? You may be a lot
older than me, but I feel like we
will continue to confuse people
about who’s older because of your
lack of height. :) Anyways, I leave
you your sarcasm, Mulan and The
Lion King, Rita’s brownie ice, and
our hunts for new friends. Kelsey
and Amanda - Only knowing you
both since 7th grade, I feel like I
have known you two forever. Our
late night drives, the secret dance
parties, SWINE, people scaring us
at 4am, and bowling. I also leave
you New York City, pizza dinners,
the Ellen Show, and chocolate
chip pancakes. Thanks for putting
up with my moodiness. I don’t
know what I would have done
without you two. Love. Love.
Love. JAKT - I leave you three
Long Beach Island and two
words: THE NOTEBOOK. Jordan
- I leave you MOBHF (along with
Jessica), snowmobiling and snowtubing, our long talks, and the
memories with George, Joe, and
Matt K. Never forget sharecropping, White Chicks, volleyball with
the gang over your wash line,
Shots, spying in the cornfield, and
playing in the creek. I will miss
you dearly sister. Maggie - My old

neighbor from Slatedale. I leave
you wondrous memories of
camping including kayaking, the
weekend long thunderstorm,
country line dances, and treasure
hunting with Joey, James and
Logan in the tunnel. Our memories of jet skiing, boating on the
lake, cinnamon rolls over a fire,
and fishing. You have to promise
me one thing. You must bring me
your amazing cheeseburgers you
make while I’m up at college.
Jenny - Jennifer Bet, I leave you
our trips to Friendly’s and the
movies and memories of softball.
Thanks for always sticking up for
me. Dominic, Jenny, Megan, and
Jared - The best gym class volleyball team ever. My lunch table - I
leave you pickles and chocolate
milk. The Hockey Team - Work
hard, have fun and TOGETHER.
Samm - I leave you late night
calls, STATES, and the random
adventure on the way to
Andrew’s house. Jessica and
Samm - THE CHATTER TRIO. I
leave you both all of the greatest
memories from wrestling and
sleepovers. “All Day. E’ery Day”
Jess B. - I leave you the beach with
your gremmy, campouts, sledding
near your crazy neighbors and
more. Ashten - I leave you your
psychoticness and being on the
couch with Colton. Don’t forget to
shake Robbie’s hand for me.
Alyssa - I leave you Cruel
Intentions and the Blue Lagoon.

Cody - My brother I’ve known my
entire life. I leave you the emerald
fireworks, summer picnics, and
our long phone calls. The
Establishment
Always remember, the chatter
trio is way cooler. Kiana and
Heather - My two girls I tell basically everything to. I leave you
our car rides, our talks, and
wings. I will miss you girls so
much! Urkel - Dear Urkel, I promise we will go to Cabela’s soon.
P.S. Keep the underclassmen in
line! Rachel - I leave you hockey
camp and “Boy Like Me” song.
Laurel - I leave you our talks

Becky, I leave you with late
nights of Study Island, your
extremely loud but cute laugh,
Mr. Humenik’s homeroom, seeing how many laps we can make
around the school before 1st
block, and making up a dance at
2 in the morning. Nicole, I leave
you with “Never Have I Ever” on
the football cheerleading bus and
Kimchi. Destiny, I leave you with
Ecology class and finally getting
to know each other. Love you
girl! Lady Dawgs Dance Team, I
leave you with some of the best
memories that I have had
throughout all of my years at
Northern Lehigh. I also leave you
with the absolute BEST fashion
show this past year. I know that
dance team is one of the things
that I am going to miss the most.
I love you all! Football and
Basketball cheerleaders, I leave
you with Kathi and LeAnn – they
will always be there for you. I
leave you with all of the away
game bus rides and Friday
Nights. Go out and have a blast.
And don’t forget to scream loud
and SMILE, SPARKLE, SHINE!
Underclassmen, be yourself. No
one can ever tell you, you’re
doing it wrong. In a world
where you can be anything... be
yourself. GO BULLDOGS!

about Gossip Girl. Morgan - My
sissy. Even though we fight and
you take my clothes, I love you
anyways. I leave you Charlie and
Stefan. Kristi - Pooky, I leave you
twos! Payton - My neighbor, I
leave you your cat graves, sledding, and our bike rides. My
Spanish Class - I leave you
Bradley Cooper and Frida. Caleb
and Luke- I leave you Hannah
Montana and Wii hunting. Coach
S and K - Thank you for everything you have done for me!
Underclassmen - Make the best of
your 4 years. They are one of the
greatest times of your life.
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Nicole Williams
Jessica Buzinski- I leave you
everything and anything. You
have been my best friend since
kindergarten and nothing ever
changed that. We have so many
memories that I couldn’t even
explain to anyone. You are seriously like the sister I never had; I
love you. We can seriously do
nothing and still wanna hang
out. Don’t ever forget any of
these memories. I know I won’t.
Remember Country Junction and
our videos! Bee hunting, Pie Guy,
and Smarty Hearty! Our walk to
McDonalds at like 8:30 in the
morning, which took so long. I
remember going over to your
house and making you lock up
your dog because I was afraid
and playing in that dirt mound in

Amanda Schippers
Kelsey, I leave you with 14 years
of friendship. From kicking on
the walls at dance class, to sharing our 18th birthday together.
You have been there for me
through every step of the way,
and when I needed you most. I
know I don’t have to worry
about losing you, because if we
lasted 14 years, we will be friends
forever. Basically I say your life is
at risk all the time, but I wouldn’t
be able to function if I actually
lost you. I will never forget our
saran wrapping adventures, even
though we were far from sneaky,
our long car drives, nights when
we stayed up so late we didn’t
know what we were talking
about, Ruso’s pizza, dance parties, the ‘shake it’ dance, Taylor
Swift concert, and last but not
least, ROFLZ WAFFLEZ. TaytayBaybay, I leave you with your
psycho-ness, if that’s a word. I
can’t believe how close we have
become in the past couple of
years, and I’ve loved every
minute of it. Even though you
spazz out on me, and drive me
crazy sometimes, I’m so happy
you are one of my best friends.
We can be absolutely crazy
together, celebrate ‘green days’ at
Knobels, and make new friends
everywhere we go. I know for a

Ashten Brinker
Nicole: There are so many
laughs, so many smiles and the
memories; they’re countless. I
leave to you our million memories; Larry and softball, our crazy
sleepovers at Jessica’s, prank calling, beach, and you’ll forever be
the friend that I tan with at 6
o’clock at night with by the pool.
All those times at the races…you
were my entertainment and my
partner in crime. Anatomy class,
lunch, field hockey, softball, my
house, your house, life; no matter
what we’re doing, where we are,
together or apart, who we meet,
no matter where life takes us and
no matter how much we get on
each other’s nerves you’ll be my
bestest friend, I’ll always be there
for you and I’ll always love you
like my sister. Forever and ever

the back of your yard. In the
snow, we used to be “tigers”;
those were the best times of my
life. Your dad bought us rabbits
that one time, and not too long
into them being at your house,
they passed away. That was sad.
Nobody can replace you Jess;
you’re one in a million. We are
going to be friends forever, and
nothing can take that away from
me. We are going to be those little old ladies in rocking chairs on
your farm’s front porch talking
about our past memories and
laughing. Oh, and we will be
next door neighbors. We used to
sit on our beds or wherever we
were, and talk about how we
would be friends forever, and
well we have a pretty good start
to that, only like 100 more years
to go. You’re my best friend Jess,
fact that after the years of being
friends, nothing is going to take
that from us, no matter the distance. I love our winky face
attacks and I appreciate you and
Kelsey helping me out when I
needed it with a certain someone.
Oh, and I’m super jealous Lady
Gaga called you, totally not fair!
Briana, Scallywag, BFFN. I leave
you with my food in the kitchen.
I hate how you can eat like a pig
and not gain a pound. I enjoy
how much we complain together
about everything, and how we
can be complete fools and say
what’s on our minds without a
care. Our summers spent together are beyond memorable; especially our scooter rides till it
would get dark. Soccer camp was
the most amazing experience
ever, and will never forget a second from that. “You can call me
Karis.” Rapping with you is
always entertaining. We fight and
share clothing just like we are sisters. By the way, I want my stuff
back. I will miss spending all of
my time with you, but I know
whether we go to the same college or not, we will never stop
being besties. Also, I will greatly
miss your abnormally long arms,
but you like your arms, so you’re
welcome for the compliment.
Addison, I leave you with many,
many years of friendship. We go

bestest friend. Devon: I leave you
with Charlie!, ohhh no, our long
conversations, public speaking
class, Marty and gym class, the
cards we made for one another
for our sixteenth birthdays, Mrs.
Turoscy’s class, the videos that
always seemed to pause every
five seconds, and Mr. Schmidty in
the library. Devon you are the
most sarcastic and straight forward friend I have and I thank
you for that. Kutztown in two
years with all the dirty history
majors, I hope you can holdout
until I get there. Don’t let them
take you to the dirty side, Devon!
And finally, I leave you with our
famous line, “I have a story for
you!” I love you, Devo! Maggie: I
leave to you all the memories
we’ve shared from middle school
up to now. Every lunch table

and I never want to lose you! I
love you Jessica Nicole. Alyssa
Horwath- Alyssa I love you! You
are one of my best friends, and I
always have so much fun with
you. OUR VOICES! DEGRASSSII!! DRAKEE!! This year, I’m
pretty sure we’ve grown the closest we ever have been. I cannot
wait until next year in college,
ROOMMATES! It’s gonna be so
much fun. I really hope we’ll be
friends forever too! AHH, this
year was awesome. Foods class
with everyone, our t-shirts we
made, which guess what we still
need to have that bonfire! We
have so many memories together
from just this year, and when you
first moved here and played softball together, remember this…
CIVILIZATION! Me, you, and
Jess got everyone saying that! I
love you Alyssa. Ashten BrinkerWe have gone through so much
these past years. We have been
friends since around 8th grade,
remember you used to hate me in
like 7th grade, well that changed
quickly, and we grew so close.
You mean so much to me, and I

don’t know what happened this
year. Weis Night! , tanning when

way back to daisies, and I’m so
glad we have continued to stay
close throughout the years. You
are crazy, and helped me get out
of my shell, and I thank you for
that. Although you call me
you’re little Asian doll, or tell me
not to use my Asian trickery on
you, I can promise you I’m not
Asian. We are constantly thinking the same thing, and I love
our facial expressions. I can’t
believe we are growing up so
fast, but I know no matter the
distance nothing will come
between us. Carly, Victoria,
Jordan, Ashlee, and Casey, I
leave you with the most exciting
nights I’ve had. Driving for
hours, Applebee’s, inappropriate
phone calls, and fake fights at 2
am. I will miss you ladies so
much, but we have this summer
to spend time together. I love you
guys. NL Field hockey, I leave
you with Coach S, who will be
even more extreme due to the
new baby. I wish you guys the
best of luck with that. I leave you
summer practices, 3 mile runs,
the card game, our goals, wings,

and the greatest bond I’ve had
with a high school sport.
Heather, Rachel, and Kiana, I
leave you with the next generation of the trio. Keep up the good
work, and I better hear about getting into districts next year, or
there will be beat down! Also,

Alisha, be nice to the underclassman, I know the attitude you
have girly. To everyone else I
didn’t mention I leave you with
an apology. I’m sure you are
important to me; I just couldn’t
fit you in this.

overs, the beach with your Grem,
those really ummm….”fancy”
cherries we ate at your Grem’s
after swimming in a thunder
storm, wrestling….there are a
million and one memories that I
don’t think I have enough room
to write. And finally, I leave to
you the arguing and all the
laughter. I love you, Jessicuuhhh!
Addison: You have made this
year so much fun. I leave to you
every memory, every joke, every
laugh and every smile. Addison
between “Imma do a back flip”,
26 days, preparing for graduation
and the class video, having the
honor painting next to you and
watch you use every one of your
artistic abilities it has been one of
the greatest years. I leave to you
thankfulness for always keeping
me grounded and always taking
the time to talk. Addie, I will
always remember every joke and
every line our painting table
shared. All I have to say is YOU
BETTER COME HOME AND
VISIT ME!!! I’m really going to
miss my pick me up at the end of
the day. I love you,
Add…facebook confirms. And as
quoted from our infamous art
table, “you’ve been touched by
an angel girl” ha. Shelbie: I never
want you to forget the memories
we have. That first day of middle
school we met and clicked
instantly, we were inseparable.
We did everything together. I
leave you with every memory we
ever shared; hoping we’d be
called in the same homeroom on
the first day of middle school,
your mom yelling at me in the
car every time I gasped before I
would say something, Derek
scaring us in the middle of the
night and making us spill the coffee all over your floor, field hockey practice, walking around the
cemetery for hours pushing Julia
in the stroller, and confiding in
one another. I leave you with the
memory of falling off the top
bunk in the middle of the night,
swimming and walking and talking, and just talking about everything, just being there for one
another, you getting mad anytime

I called you Sheb but it stuck all
the same.. The memories are
countless. Shelbie, I miss what we
had but know this, no matter
where life takes us and no matter
what we do or where we go and
no matter how much we have
grown apart, I’m always here for
you, I’ll always be the best friend
ready to come and save you. Any
memory I have of middle school
and my first year of high school,
you were always right by my
side, no matter what the situation. We fought, we worked it out
and got over it. I hope you take
care and know that I am always
here for you forever and always
no matter what. I love you, Shelb.
Mrs. Leslie: It’s safe to say that it
has been my greatest honor to
have had the pleasure to have a
person like you in my life. You
keep me grounded and yet are so
thoughtful. You are the person
from Northern Lehigh that I have
the utmost respect for. It has been
my honor to have set foot in your
homeroom to grace you with my
presence every morning, to learn
the parts and functions of the
human body but at most, to have
been advised not only as a class
officer, but as a person. I want to
thank you for everything you
have done for me. I will never
forget you and everything you
have done. Thank you, Mrs.
Leslie. To Mr Kern: I leave to you
every memory from video committee. Thank you so much! All
the underclassmen: Don’t wish
these high school years away,
they fly by fast enough. Be kind
to one another, look out for one
another, be there for each other
but most important, RESPECT
ONE ANOTHER. No matter if
you are in different grades, different ages, have different interests,
different beliefs or views, you are
all one family. You’re going to
watch one another grow and
change. Be there for one another,
just like a family because that is
what you all are, no matter freshmen, sophomore, junior or senior,
YOU ARE ALL A PART OF THE
BIG NORTHERN LEHIGH FAMILY.

memory, basketball camp, you
and Chelsea ALWAYS locking me
in the basement, our “Maggie
Springer” episode in your basement, and you laughing so hard
you cried. But most of all Mack I
have to thank you for always
being there and for Robbie if it
weren’t for you, we never would
have found one another, so thank
you Maggie. I’m looking forward
to summer nights by the campfire
and sleepovers every day, but not
only the next few months but for
the rest of our lives. I love you,
Mack! Chelsea: I leave to you
every memory we have ever
shared from the first day of Tech
Ed, basketball, every day of middle school was always an adventure with you. I leave to you the
lists of nicknames we had for one
another, basketball camp, millions of sleepovers at Maggie’s,
playing blindfolded hide and go
seek, you guys locking me in the
basement after a scary movie,
sleepovers at my house eating
carrots and ranch dressing,
FIDDY CENT! and you barking
at my Grandma on the phone.
Chels, you’re the craziest friend I
have and well….ZUMBA BABY
ha. I love you, Chels! Jess B: I
leave to you the million memories of softball, our crazy sleep-

the sun is going down. The track!
SLEEPOVERS, Philly Zoo, I cannot believe we’re graduating this
year. It’s so hard to believe that
we are seniors. I still remember

middle school. We better see each
other out of high school best
friend. I love you! There are so
many more people to mention,
Stephen Irwin, you are one of
my best friends and I don’t know
what I would do without you. I
remember middle school I would
always turn to you and say, 11:11
make a wish! I miss you best
friend! Marissa Fatzinger!
Chelsea Schneider! Jocelyn
Rodrigues! I love you guys!!!
Megan Vernon! Our son Caden
whom you never saw. Marcus
Neith! Spanish class!! Josh Caley!
Dan Huemmer! Anatomy class
and volleyball! Love you guys.
Amanda White! Earl do the twirl!
I love you! DIZZLE! Can’t forget
you! You were the best coach
ever! Josh Gyory! Elementary
School! And our comics! All I
gotta say! I could mention so
many more people but we only
have one page to write on! I love
you guys! We better keep in
touch! Russell Jacoby, you’re
always in our hearts.
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Deanna Suozzo
Seniors: I can’t believe our senior
year is almost over, these last few
years have gone by so fast. One
door is closing, while another
opens. Good luck in everything
you do, and make the most of it.
Danyel: Short one, Shorty,
Babycakes, my Adopted Sister. I
would lose my head if it weren’t
for you. I leave you many memories and popped bubbles to last you
a lifetime, ocean city, movie nights,
holiday get-togethers, bunk beds,
countless sleepovers, the stop sign
that wasn’t there and my room.
Megan: Megahhhhnnnnnn! We
have been friends for what feels
like forever. It feels like just yesterday we were playing Barbies in
your attic. I leave you with truck
pulls, our little devils, cowboys, the
hot tub, prom, countless sleepovers, many first dates, my orange
blanket, Friendly’s, P90x, Southern
Lehigh football games, salamanders, Barbies, Chinese restaurant,
flying over the see-saw, senior
dress up day, homecoming, and
teaching Joey how to dance. Devon
Yvonne: Babydoll, I have absolutely no idea what I would do without
you. You are the one person I can
always count on, my sanity, and the
mean half of me. I leave you with
story time and many gossip sessions to last you throughout the
next year, Jimmy Neutron, public
speaking, Chace Crawford, a one
way ticket out of this town, a perfect guy machine, lunch, some of
my “niceness” for the few times
you may actually have to be nice,
and plenty of gas money for you to
come visit me next year. Erica: My
newly acquired best friend. We
have become so close throughout
these last couple years and I
wouldn’t change it for the world. I
don’t know how I will survive college without you. I leave you
Gerard Butler, the Halloween
Parade, “You’re cut from the team”,
My Sisters Keeper and the sobbing

Dominic Barone
I cannot believe this. Our time
here is drawing to a close. Yeah
well, I have to start this last will
and testament thing sooner or later,
and I will with the person who I
considered my best friend for a
very long time, Steve Irwin. Steve I leave you with soccer (you’re the
one who got me into it), running
the pool table, Malone’s pizza, trick
basketball shots in your driveway,
and being my first official best
friend ever. We had great times and
I’ll never forget them, no matter
how long ago they were. Secondly,
I leave you, Martin Everhart, with
the race course, the basement, ripstikin’, being straight Italian, getting out of the car when people
tailgate us (tailgate kit consisting of
paper, tape, and a baseball bat),
and Nona constantly telling you to
take out the garbage and laughing
at things no one said. I love you,
and I hope that this isn’t it for us as
friends. Next, Jimmy Cope, Drew
Rice, and Clint Hardy, I leave you
guys our good friend Vlad,
Jimmy’s attic, soft acoustic music,
future parties at the Frieden’s fire
hall, and twenty McDoubles
(“you’re going to hate me for
this”). I now leave you, Shawn
Boland, with The Pink Floyd
Experience (“Hey man! You’re not
the one who’s been up since five in
the morning”), my car breaking
down at the A-plus, Melinda’s
party after my car broke down, getting a traffic violation ticket for
wearing a v-neck, and the most
comfortable pair of amazing underwear. Feel free to use my treehouse
whenever you’d like. I hope I don’t
see the last of you for a very long
time to come. I love you. The next
people I give things to are Shelbie,
Shelly, and Tasha. I give you

girls behind us, sleepovers, Phil vs.
the bus, a never ending supply of
sunscreen, volleyball, bang, girls
with manly voices, and finally a
million “I’m Sorrys” for the many
times I have left you without a
partner in gym class. Becky and
Kaity: The other set of twins. There
is never a dull moment when the
four of us are together. I leave you
countless McDonalds trips, the play
place, sleepovers, “WHAM, I think
I peed”, prom, “I have to pee”,
homecoming, shirt decorating, and
trick-or treating. Brandon: I leave
you my awesome Hot Wheels cars,
many happy meals, and a million
spying adventures. Corey:
Considering I always ask you for a
back massage in Spanish, I leave
you a billion back massages to
make up for them. Dan: You are a
Jerk, end of story. I leave you many
walks, volleyball, my calc binder,
and a duck threesome. Jarred and
Tyler: Thank you for the lovely
nickname you created way back in
middle school. You both can have
it. Stephanie Ann: My love, I don’t
even know why I am including you
in this, I don’t even like you. Truth
be told, that is probably the biggest
lie I have ever told. I would be lost
without you and the five minutes a
day I get to spend with you. I leave
you with Sam loves Trent, “Mom
thinks you’re gay”, Manhunt,
Kevin and Andrew are going to
elope on pitcher’s mound,
BANANA, my awesome whispering skills, Ocean City, The
Clubhouse, never ending
Monopoly, our pirate ship,
Maryland, an endless supply of
twist ice cream with rainbow sprinkles, In the Army Now, “it’s regular
in the front and SURPRISE!”, the
hot tub, chicken fingers on a stick,
Medal of Honor, the parking lot,
The Cup, six mile walks, a million
juice boxes so you don’t have to
steal mine, and finally PUDDING!
Try not to celebrate the distance
between us too much next year.
According to Becky, you already

are a senior so enjoy senior year
number two. Make the most of it, it
will fly by before you know it. I
love you babydoll. Steven Lee: My
favorite person, my husband, and
my best friend forever. There is no
getting rid of me; you are stuck
with me forever. I will always be
there for you, don’t ever forget
that. Stay out of trouble and try to

enjoy your senior year. Leave all
the drama behind; you’re only a
senior once. I leave you The
Haunted Woods where everything
started, cuddling, prom, Jimmy
Neutron, late night phone conversations, plenty of laughs, baby pictures, tickle fights, my love, the old
people behind us in the movie theatre, hiking, a vacuum to clean up

the crumbs left on my bed, Dana
since you like her better, and the
poor squirrel. Oh, by the way you
still owe me a trip to Olive Garden.
Sammie Jo: I love you more than
Stephanie, enough said. Lexy: I
love you Lexykins, Love
Deannabear. I leave you Beltzville,
Ritas, and watermelon nail polish.

Dana Suozzo

Spongebob and Patrick,
BeckyPerfect and DanaButt, B
Lunch, Ping Pong, Saegersville
Road, Texts from last night, The
stall with no door, Scrabble
Cheezits, The Camper, Amazed,
and July 13th 2009.
Kaitlyn Mary: We’ve been friends
for quite a while now. You are such
a great friend and you’ve been
there for me through a lot. I couldn’t ask for a better friend. I leave
you with CAD class, Countless
sleepovers, Summertime, Senior
Night, The Burping Princess, Phase
10, Kdubb, Homecoming, Eminem,
Dances, The hot tub and camper,
Videos of Russell in CAD,
McDonalds runs, ‘Kaity’ in a deep
voice, Math Class with Robo, and
Football Games. Brandon Danner:
Where to start… I really had the
best of times with you, always
laughing and having a good time.
We had our ups and downs and
I’m glad we are able to still be
friends. It was fun while it lasted. I
leave you with Saturdays, The
Parade, Camo, Monkeyface, The
Red Hot dance at my locker,
Shoving snow down my sweatshirt, Wrestling, Back Massages,
The Football Game, Me doing your
English Project, Truck rides,
LazyCamo Britches, Oh you make
me smile, Country music, FOX,
Taking pictures and you covering
your face, Saber and Junior,
Valentines Day, and October 31st
2009. Stephanie Ann: I’ll definitely
miss being with you in school.
You’re such a blast to be around. I
leave you with The Cup, The

Clubhouse, Manhunt, ‘The Switch’,
Brother for Sale, In the Army Now,
Thanksgiving break, Sleepovers,
CiCi’s, The hot tub, ‘Regular in the
front, then Surprise!’, Our 6 mile
walk, Summertime, Studyhall,
Gym Class, Call of Duty with tennis racquets, Sr. Hauck’s room, B
Lunch, Spin the Bottle, Friendly’s,
Green shirted waiters, Mirrored
walls, ‘Get it with your butt’ and
Soapy hand prints. Amanda Marie:
I love you! We got so close this year
and I’m very glad to call you one of
my best friends. There’s never a
dull moment. I leave you with
Mandakins and Danakins, Child
Development, The hot tub, Holding
Hands with you and Tylerkins, ‘I
only put my feet in’, Stalking,
Running Stop Signs, Cheaters,
Homewreckers, Laughing, Perfect
matches, Your Birthday Party, Car
rides, Tanning, The Park, Our butts,
The Key Drop, Taking Pictures,
Peeking in between houses, Drive
Reverse Drive Reverse, Febreeze,
Aiden and Cute Text Message
Sharing. Tyler Eshbach: You better
take care of my best friend. I’ll be
sure to pay visits when I can. Be
sure to have fun during your last
year, time really flies. I leave you
with The Key Drop, B Lunch, My
Mandakins, Taking pictures of you
without you knowing, Lunch
Conversations, Spin the Bottle,
Fooling around with Shaun at
lunch, Holding Hands with you
and Mandakins, Putting your
sweatshirt on backwards, Window
Markers, Tylerkins and ‘Hey Best
Friend’.

Applebee’s, Julia’s temper tantrum,
and the destruction of my hat.
She’s evil and you know it. I now
leave you, Travis Murphy, with the
first day of my life when I think I
was blind when I met you, your
truck, dictionary terms in the middle of English, thinking of ways to
make money, and writing all my
feelings down on a piece of paper
while lying on your bed. I hope
you stick around. Dylan Fatzinger,
I leave you with the being bipolar,
Marty’s basement, soccer, making
me seriously angry, the angry
punch, your minivan, wiring
speakers in it, and public speaking
in which we both absolutely loved.
I hope, and am sure you will be
successful in life. Marlena
Schynder, I leave you amazing pictures from your Nikon, your wonderful mother, cheek kisses at
Target that end up failing hard,
diner adventures with the diner
adventure crew, St. Patrick’s Day,
and senior class video. I wish I had
more memories with you because
you are amazing, but it is what it
is. Devon Caton, I leave you with a
lot of stuff! Starting with “I don’t
hate you, I strongly dislike you.” I
leave you with the best backrubs
after economics ever, innocent flirting, great hugs and perfect height
for them, talking to you about my
girl problems, dealing with me
everyday in first block for the
whole year, diner adventures,
watching Knappy and myself sing
songs about thee most random
things possible that came to our
mind that instant, forcing decisions
that I was on the fence about, and
lastly, raising our right hands. I
also want to leave, you, Mr. Allen
with many detentions. I gave you
headaches ninth through eleventh
grade and I apologize for the multiple hours of quality time I spent

with you in your office. I was an
angel for you this year. Do not lie
about that. I also give the lunch
ladies an A for effort and creativity.
You ladies make slammin’ food out
of nothing, and you guys should
have a day where the students
cook you lunch for once. No matter
what day it was, you ladies were
always nice to me and I’ll carry
those memories with me for the
rest of my life. I now conclude my
last will and testament with leaving my last lunch ever with the title
“Best Lunch Ever.” That lunch
showed what Northern Lehigh
really is about. There were so many
different people in our lunch that
made it fun and we never were
bored. I’ve never had a lunch, in all
four years I’ve spent here, with so
much food thrown, and so many
tables interacting with each other
via food. It was amazing, and I
thank every single person on the
side of the lunch room I sat in for
making it the best ever. Now, for
those of you, who are oh so glad to
see me leave, just remember. I’m
not really going anywhere. I’ll be
on all of your television screens.

tree, forcing my chickens to go on
wagon rides, the dirt mound, the
crick, prank calls, movie making
obsessions (it’s crumb cake
tonight), burning chocolate, rap
offs, gangster twins, BIG MAC and
the ice cube!, bomchickawahwah
drool, swimming in November,
stalking lady at Dorney Park for a
picture, tennis at Eagle’s Nest,
Larry’s softball team, rocking on
the chairs and talking about how
were gunna be old women one day,
painting our faces then walking
over to Josh’s house and much
more. Alyssa H- I leave you with
the caterpillar home, watching “the
house bunny” over and over again,
prank calls, sledding, “shoes”
video, being SA by creeper, the
beach, boogie super star!, hiding in
the Christmas tree farm and seeing
a person, opera singing, just dance,
spying, jail break, old country buffet, our action video, stealing the
street sign, moldy apple juice, the
junkyard creeper and much more.
Jess R- I leave you with bike rides,
campouts, sing it, water gun fights,
dressing as guys, Sal’s pizza, triple
chocolate cake, almost getting the
fire tipped on me, your remote,
Hannah Montana the movie,
Twilight obsession, tick tack toe in
anatomy class (I won, no I won),
Chem class, writing poems to
Gerald (jayrod) about T and C,
having names for Taylors personalities, the be-oranger, our autopsy
on the rat in anatomy and wanting
to be forensic scientist, sledding,
the mountain in Palmerton, our
summer bucket list we never completed, mud sliding the night of
the emerald fireworks and much
more. Taylor F- I leave you with
campouts, the deflated mattress,
brownie dough, sing it, Oklahoma,
MARIE!, the softball bus rides,
anatomy class ranting on about

how much we hate Jacob in New
Moon, chasing the volleyball down
main street, Sal’s after finals, the
pumpkin patch in the rain, making
everyone shirts for softball, the
knob, driving through the really
big puddle, the beach (yelling out
the window, man hunt with the little kids and hiding on the roof
from Samm and Jess) and much
more. Samm C- I leave you with
prank calls, campouts, pointless
stop signs, John Deere girl, OH NO
THEY DIDNT, interpretive dancing, canal side stalking, the Knob
hikes, our drive thru order, awkward, bowling incident, awkward
moments, the dare game at
wrestling, opera singing, creeping
on drew, weird cheers at football
games, making fun of “The
Establishment”, our dance for
down, stealing flowers out of people’s garden beds and much more.
Laurel H- I leave you with the new
moon midnight showing, feeling
like rebels, taking the orange from
the fruit display, looking like a soccer mom, Mr. D at the movies,
Y=MX+B it’s the star of the show!,
stealing the street sign (running/army crawling through the
field), the beach, action video, the
be-oranger and much more. Ashten
B- I leave you with gymnastics on
your trampoline, Weis night!, the
races, sitting in the car singing at
the top of our lungs, swimming,
long walks past “the well”, bike
rides, Bridge to Terabithia and
much more. Field Hockey girls- I
leave you with the scream whistle,
redneck jokes, and good times
hanging out! Best of luck next year!

Samantha Jo: You are my best
friend, my shining star. I would be
totally lost without you. I leave you
with Pitchers Mound, Countless
sleepovers, Long walks, The
Clubhouse, Frootloop, Swimming,
Meaningful conversations, The hot
tub, Kevin and Andrew, Manhunt,
Scooters, Edgemont,
Snowboarding, Medal of Honor,
Imaginary cars, The park, ‘Who are
you calling a cootie queen you lint
licker’, Pineapple Express,
Eminem, Bowling, Emma and Fred,
‘Meeting Halfway’, Rainbow Vegas
Six, Thanksgiving break, Shower
Crayons, Monopoly, Parryville,
Waking me up with a shoe in my
face, Ritas, Summertime, Sledding,
New Years and October 2001.
Rebecca Ann: My love, my boo. I
want to thank you for being you.
We seriously never, ever have a
dull moment. I love you. I leave
you with Cheering, DayyBoo,
Home videos, Prom, Yoda, Fork
and Spoon, PASENMELOS!, Cubby,
The Charlinator, ‘Uhm, I gotta pee’,
Long lasting five minute hugs in
the middle of the halls, Countless
sleepovers, McDonalds runs, Car
rides, Football Games, Wandering
the halls, Aiden Paul Suozzo, Phase
10, Stalking, Spanish, James
Pinecircle, Laying on the horn, Ice
Cream World, Pictures, The hot
tub, Trick-or-treating, Senior Night,
Hocus Pocus, Twister, Forgetting
Sarah Marshall, Kisses, Skeeball,
Psychology class, Peeing your
pants, Mrs. Everett’s Science Class,
The Dollar Bill, Mustang,

Jess Buzinski
Nicole W- I leave you with bee
hunting, can you make it over the
tree?, tire rolling, pie guy and
hearty smarty, death hill (on ice),
falling off the snowmobile, country
junction, our scary movie, reenacting N and K, going to the mall
(talking in southern accents, knocking over the manikin, and taking a
grape from the fruit display), forts
in the woods, bobble head picture,
Papa John’s pizza and blasting
“run it” on the way to football
games, PPL truck and our legs, egg
butt, being late for every health
class in middle school, the African
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Jess Rex
Ashten - I leave you with the
best of times you could possibly
have in an anatomy class. I leave
you with football games with
your cowbell that you had to
have and then you only came to
1 game! Ashley - I leave you
with car rides to Penn State listening to either Julie’s “weird
music” or “what’s your fantasy”.
I also leave you a tip to go to a
place where they will teach you
how to park! Lastly I leave you
with “why do you get all the hot
20 year olds and I get all the
creepy 40-50 year olds?!” “IDK
Ashley maybe you should try not
staring at the creepy 40-50 year
olds!” Lindsey - I leave you awesome times at work and a couple
of lessons that we have just
recently learned: sometimes
undercover cop cars are not really undercover cops, it is creepy to
sit in a McDonald’s parking lot
for 5 hours so don’t wonder why
when the cops knock on your
window, whining is annoying
and you are just asking to be
punched in the face if you stomp
your feet like a little girl (when
you are a fully grown man), getting wet at work should NEVER
happen!, my apparently deadly
finger hugs that Luke loves so
much, and lastly and most
importantly if you want to punch
someone in the face make sure
you clock out first! Cody: My
brother I leave you all our childhood memories, picnics, vacations, snow tubing, and New
Years Eve parties. Just always
remember I’ll always be there for
you and I’m just a phone call/
block away! Craemer: I leave
you with the memories of Samm
and I making random trips to

Jess Szuchyt
I’ve had some amazing times
here at Northern Lehigh. Now
that I’m leaving I’d like to leave a
few things and memories to my
friends. Josh Gyory – OSD, here
chick, chick, chick, the DOUGE,
band bus rides, poke battles,
Folkar, what’s your name son?!,
countless youtube video sending,
DOCH?, and Julie, this is your
conscience calling! Brandi –
birthday videos, Crabby Dick’s,
band camp, is there a fly in here?,
GOOD JOB, and making fun of
fatty. Jordan Herzog – titanium
WHITE, pottery, daily horoscope
checks, and all of the goodies Bob
Ross made us paint. Fallon Kolb

Kaity Reese
First off I would like to say that
even though I am graduating, I
will miss this school. Roaming
through the halls for twenty minutes and passing each class room
like 15 times but that is what
happens when you go to a school
that is not bigger than its own
football field. I would like to
thank all of my friends, the ones
who stuck by me since we were
in first grade, the ones who I met
this year, and the ones who I met
in middle school. Candace Wood
- I leave you with ecology class,
sleepovers, walking to
Thomson’s to get a bag of chips,
and the one and only race I went
to with you. I will miss you girly,
have fun your senior year. Love
you. April Whiteman, my little
sister, I leave you with anatomy
class and the 5 test a week we
had. I love you, have fun being a
senior and enjoy it. Jess Gilbert -

your house, which we know you
loved every single time!, “Hey
Jess have you been working out
lately?!” And I guess since you
love Colt so much I will also
leave you him! Jordan: I leave
you all our memorable times at
daycare with Katie, New Years
eve parties making
dances…watching the guys
attempt to make a dance, picnics
with the MOBHF, Joey George
and Matt, manhunt, sleepovers
where we played pranks on the
little girls and Taylor peed her
pants not once but 2 times! Lastly
I leave you with Chris’ famous
pancakes! Pickle: I leave you our
Adam Sandler movie day,
Degrassi, throwing stuff at
Taylah while she sleeps, hanging
out with Caleb and Luqueersha
playing wii and watching random movies, locking me out of
the car, going pumpkin picking
at Byler’s in the pouring down
rain. Love Pickle. Jess: I leave
you with Jess², fun times in
anatomy dissecting the rat and
trying to figure out how it died,
playing tic tac toe, weird mac
book pics, wrestling season,
insane sleepovers, random car
rides, dances, late night adventures through Northwestern,
snowmobiling, and lastly our fun
trips to the beach! Samm: I leave
you with memories from
wrestling season: “Girls where
are the brackets!?!”, wrestlers
being well wrestlers, tournaments and meeting new people,
haterz everywhere we go, HEY,
EK and EKKK (singing Love
Story), Whitey being hyper, Brent
being weird. Car rides taking the
long/fun way to get anywhere,
random trips to cranky
Craemer’s house “Are you coming to my house too?”

Jocelyn Rodrigues
Julie “JuJu B” Wagaman – I

leave you summer days in your
driveway, Melt, softball,
Schmokin’ and talking to the ball,
crunchies, quality time in my
bathroom, karaoke, Wii, my
chauffeur, and kickball. There are
way too many memories to put
on here and you know that I
have loved every single one.
Even after a few fights we somehow worked it out. You have
been my best friend since we
were 2. I think that is incredible. I
will always be here for you and I
hope you are very successful in
college and everything you do. I
will miss you dearly since we are
not going to be together every
“Uhhh…idk?”, crazy prank
phone calls, snowmobiling/sledding “Omg this is the
best snow I have ever tasted!”
And lastly the most important
thing to remember CHATTER
TRIO > The Establishment!!!
Taylah: I leave you with a lifetime of memories! I leave you all
our fun picnics with the MOBHF,
sleepovers, late night phone calls,
bike rides, camping, the beach,
random hangouts, quoting our
favorite movies, campfires,
Emerald fireworks, wrestling season and all our nicknames, and
so many more but I leave you
lastly with “Friends since birth
going to the same college!” To
anyone I forgot I’m sorry and
thank you for making my high
school years the most memorable years of my life! Good
luck to future classes and just
remember don’t let the drama
run your life; enjoy high school
while you still can!

– YOU DO EXIST! Jake– teaching
Alyssa how to drive, your
Christmas party, and our lunches.
Nikki – all of our talks in study
hall and complaining about
underclassmen. Josh Wagner –
your tumor, getting moosed, and
losing the game. Ashley– eat my
shorts, movie watching, always
watching family guy at all our
sleepovers, and the magical wizard from Japan. Dylan Moser –
countless hours at the pool, BIG
LOVE, whistle whippings, dirty
boy, and Rose Red. Sam Barthol
– countless hours painting that
wall, the man cave, Brandi’s
birthday videos, the art room,
apples, our conversations with
Joe, roaming the halls, Bob Ross,

crazy sleepovers, whipped cream
battles, the 3MC’s, and good
times with Frau. Sydney – STOP
IT!, juice, “get water, big glass.”,
musical, if there is not two boys
kissing I’m leaving!, the art room,
Logan’s house, exercise bikes,
panda bread, your David is
brother Deeton, adventure time,
watching cartoons, being the
mammas of the group, and can I
touch your abs?! Steph – patio
parties, the forest, floral ounces,
Indian muffins, the GP, just like,
JOHN, gotta dance, playing the
dinosaur game, Carmen San
Diego, teaching Ashley how to
spell, follow the leader on the
rocks, the DOUGE, the walrus
and the porpoise, is this really

I leave you with study hall, gym
class, and I can’t forget chilling
out at your house. I don’t know
what I would have done without
you and your family. You all really are my second family. I love
you and behave! Deanna Suozzo
- I leave you with the many
sleepovers, our friendship. I love
you girly and I will always be
around if you need me. Gabby
Krupa - I leave you with trips to
the mall, trips to see Joey play
soccer, pool parties, and all the
other memories. Have fun in college and text me every day, I love
you twin! Nicole Missmer - girly
we may have grown apart
throughout these past few years
in high school but we are still
friends. I leave you first grade,
Mrs. Fella’s class, doing my monkey’s hair, sledding down the big
hill, climbing the tree, the thousands of sleepovers we had, and
going to nanna’s house over the
summer, I love you. Brittany

Brogan - where do I start, wait I
no HOLLA! I leave you our nicknames from Mr. Tout, BB, and
Kaity Kakes. Also I leave you
with chemistry class and the
crazy stuff we did this year. I
love you and keep rascal in control. Heather Schellhamer - my
new best friend. We may have
only met last semester but I feel
like I’ve known you for years. I
can tell you anything and trust
you with it. I leave you everything, sleepovers, attaching the
sled to the four-wheeler, and
chemistry class. Girly, I don’t
know where I would be without
you in my life; I love you and
have fun in your senior year. I’ll
come visit you. Robert Gilbert where do I start? Maybe back in
8th grade when we first met.
Those were the days. We weren’t
close friends but we were at least
friends. I leave you with math
classes, chemistry class and how I
did your homework and class-

day like we are now. I know we
will see each other a lot still, but I
will say this, it will definitely not
be the same. Keep your head
high girl and do what you do.
You are an amazing person and
you are the bestest friend that I
could ever ask for. Jenny
“JenBen” Bet – I leave you sleepover at Julie’s, love slave. Payton
“Tonieee” Marunich – I leave
you “bathing”, Robitussin, pool,
fires, Halloween party, bike rides,
talks at night. Do what you do at
second base Payy. You are such a
great athlete and person.
Sometimes I don’t think I could
get through a few nights without
you. Tamara “Swan” Stubits – I
leave you shadow hearts (swan),
our amazing circus catch, your
wonderful stories that make me
laugh so much. You are a great
outfielder and new third baseman. You have gotten so much
more confident over the years
and I could tell that from this
year and everything you have
gone through. I am here for you
no matter what. Kristi
“Pookieee” Seiler – I leave you
peach rings, hot fudge sundae
poptarts, CARLOS. You are a
great shortstop and I want to
come see more of your sweet bellyflops in the middle of games.
Maria Lear – I leave you your
giggle, “I’m sorry”, macaroni and
cheese. Keep your head high girl,
you are a great softball player
and you know that. Your team is
behind you 100% all of the time,

so don’t let your nerves bring
you down. Erika “HoBo”
Bowman – I leave you bike rides,
fires (in your house), duct tape,
all the food at your house, green
dye, clowns. Keep up your catching skills. Don’t let silly little mistakes bring you down bowman,
you are such an amazing athlete
and I know it will take you somewhere one day. I hope you find
that “one” for yourself sometime
soon instead of hearing about all
of these different guys. Nicole
“Nicolette” Williams – I leave
you rides to school, bottle of
water and iced tea at lunch. To
the softball team – I leave you
Burmas, slip and slide, and hot
fudge sundae poptarts. Good
luck in the upcoming years and I
hope you FSU!. Nicholas Moore
– I leave you a “hey” every
morning, and second boyfriend.
The crew – I leave you the
mountain, pool, the blow up doll,
“bulldog beverage”, and
Grandma’s Boy. To the underclassmen – Good luck in the
years to come and take every
chance you get. Don’t take life for
granted and do your best in
whatever you do. To all of the
seniors – Good luck in wherever
you go and make your lives
memorable. We have all been
through a lot this year and I
think it proves just how strong
we are.

Gabe, the GP, the pool, Thomas,
BIG LOVE, late night Applebee’s,
stop making me feel undeserving, Sheldon, the phantom of the
opera, talks in Brandi’s hot tub,
you like Margret don’t cha
Peter?, our love for Stefan, the
moose, Benjamin Kast, and Annie
Get Your Gun Syndrome. Jill –
you can come closer to me, molly
attacks, the DOUGE, Christmas
parties, inverted triangle back,
German club, squats, laaaadies,
the GP, when Becky broke your
bed, I don’t see any birds…or
beavers, if there is not two boys
kissing I’m leaving!, zebra kisses,
Pegasaurous, the red sea, late
night hot tub talks, Fabian, and is
this really Gabe? Maggie – outfit
planning, Panera Bread, purple
lace stockings, naps on musical
props, track meets, audit choir,
our giant ranges, pizza parties,
musical movie marathons, can I
have your number?, work that up
do, endless hours trapped at
school, the breakfast club,
creepin’, Hulu, Degrassi, Potter
Puppet Pals, the musical radio
station, I CALL DIBS, big booty,
suicide slushies, it’s the final
countdown, morning standing

circles, musical hopping, Marcipoo, flower headbands, caramel
apples, the ego, valley trips,
sucking on lemon wedges, valley
videos, STOP IT, swimming lessons, jersey girl wigs, Sal’s trips,
lavender scented hair, back drop
painting, belting out musical
songs, blaring Loch Lomand in
my car, forget about the boy, wii
fit, chilling in the office, love of
soccer boys, sitting in the library
lobby waiting for the cast list to
go up, the Paul Squint, Maggie’s
Abstinence, the red sea, Julie this
is your conscience calling, nice
janitor lady, the devil’s curly hair,
trips to cold stone, Annie Get
Your Gun Syndrome, car rides to
Freddy practices, I like your
pants, flipping out when we go
to other musicals, candy gram
sending, band bus rides, staying
open just so ONE kid can swim
at the pool, BIG LOVE, “oh,
that’s….great”, county choir, and
much more. Anyone I may have
forgotten – Thanks for all of the
wonderful times. As much as I’m
happy to be finally graduating,
I’m really going to miss this place
and all of the memories I have
made here.

work for you, including making
you come to my house so you
could pass chem. But now we are
the best of friends and even
when I move onto college I will
keep in touch, I never want to
lose you as a best friend. I love
you mini son, stay strong and
keep out of trouble. Dana Marie
Suozzo - we first met in 8th
grade. In fact it was in homeroom. You sat one seat behind
me, and you were always quiet.
Until one day when you were
absent and I locked your locker
for you so Jared couldn’t get in it.
That is when we became the best
of friends. These past five years
are filled with lots and lots of
memories in fact too many to
write down. So girly I leave you

everything, sleepovers, prom, the
camper, and soon to be graduation. To which I don’t want to
come. I will miss you so much
even though I will see you just
about everyday. You truly are my
best friend and I don’t think I
could ask for a better one. I love
you d-dub. Mommy - I thank
you so much for working at the
high school while I was here.
Without you here I would have
gotten in so much trouble,
including the whole timeframe
when I really came out of my
shell. So thank you for being here
and being my hero. I love you.
Now it’s time to say goodbye, I
wish this school and everybody
in it the best of luck. Goodbye.
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Lauren Buskirk
AmyJoy Benninger - You
were my first friend and the
first person to make me feel
accepted here at Northern
Lehigh. The last 3 years have
been memorable and interesting. I leave you “Coming in at
10:25 AM? Heck Yes!”, we got
to hear about Pin and Emma!,
Michelangelo’s old car, and
how I was so tall I couldn’t sit
in the back seat because my
legs would be up to my
chest. Jenna Lynn Freed You and I became friends
starting on the bus. I leave
you Kelly, and the loud bus
rides with Dom and Joel. We
had our ups and our downs
but I knew I could always talk
to you about anything. I also
leave you sleepovers at my
house and making videos
with the sombrero. Even
though we grew apart this
year I want you to know that
you have a place in my heart.
Alexis Nicole Eltz Allentown! The looks people
gave us when they found out
we were from Allentown!
Rookies. HOW MANY
WINGS CAN YOU EAT?!?!
My 16th birthday when you
and Kayla stayed over and I
was freaking out because I
didn’t think you guys would
like each other cause you
were too different. Our
Sleepovers, our talks, and
talking about our 50th
reunion. The best sleepover
we ever had, Monster Duet,

Megan Hildebrand
Deanna Suozzo - One day we
are sneaking salamanders into
your house through the bathroom window and the next
day we are on the phone
struggling what to write in
our last will. Where did the
time go? It seems like last
week we were in your back
yard finding a melted piece of
metal and a squirrel skull and
fighting over who got to keep
what. For the record you got
the skull. We have been
through everything from
fights with each other to
being there trying to keep
each other strong through
tough times. I can never thank
you enough for all that you
have done for me Deanna.
Remember our Hinder concert and Jyneal dancing to Bye
Bye Bye on the way there.
One of the best nights of my
life, as you said it was the

Freddy Krueger, Blockbuster,
Guitar Hero with Matthew
Thomas Green! The last 3
years have been amazing and
I wouldn’t ask for anything
else. I want you to know I
love you dude! Lindsey
Gracey Buskirk - 14 years!
Once you started talking, you
never shut the heck up, but
I’m cool with it. Remember
when my hamster Houdini
escaped? The last 3 years we
have shared a room, a small
room with stuff everywhere.
Even though we are only
cousins, I grew up with you
and I feel closer to you than
that. We don’t agree on a lot,
like guys, TV shows, movies,
stores in the mall, but we still
have fun and I appreciate that
since I am not able to see my
sister. You’re kind of like her
replacement. Dustin Lee
Keich - We had our own language when we were little.
No one knew what each other
was saying except us. Then
Lindsey came along and I
sided with her because she
was the girl, but you Dustin
are awesome. You may do
stupid stuff but I have respect
for you. Just be careful about
everything. Try hard in
school, go to college, and be
nice to Brogan! She may be
bossy but every girl is bossy.
Just make her happy and she
will do the same to you.
Follow Aunt D’s plan, it
might be best in the long run.

Gabby Krupa

perfect end to Summer. And
trying to find that cute kid in
the corn maze another best
friend moment. Also remember that we were born 9
months apart according to the
piercing pagoda records and
yelling at Justin at the
Kempton truck pull, playing
hide and seek with your hamsters and then losing them,
the Tic Tac war we had at
Marcus’s, he told me a few
months ago he is still finding
them. There are so many more
memories that I want us both
to remember there just isn’t
enough room on this paper.
Deanna I want to promise you
that we will have more date
nights to Friendly’s and
Carmike and then talk about
how hot the actor in the
movie was. How could we
not? We are best friends.
Thanks for everything
Deanna. I would be lost on
more than one occasion with-

Wirfel- GUB GUB GUB GUB
GUB… I leave you a pair of
pom poms for your cheering
future as well as a life full of
memories. Good Luck in all
that you do! Josh Wagner- I
leave you a cow for all your
milking pleasures as well as
all of our memories from
math class. (Broken knee,
plastic skin and your green
hands.) Emily C.- I leave you
with E.W. from the Ouija
board which Bekah’s mom so
heavily cursed along with the
many episodes of PeeWee’s
Playhouse. Corey Sargent- I
leave you the key to Narnia!!
As well as a box of cheerios!
Good Luck in the Army!
Kaity Reese- I leave you with
a pair of yellow sun glasses
and wedged heels along with
the old lady who attempted
selling them to you! As well
as the memories from prom

and our millions of shopping
trips! Good Luck Kayy!! Jake
Seiler- I leave you a dozen
roses, along with the memories from our first day of preschool (Halloween parades &
many many firsts) up until
our college trips senior year
and the many more in
between!! (would you
rather??) Good luck at
Bloom!!! Megan Howells- I
leave you the many memories
of our friendship from middle
school through senior year
(English Class). Keep in touch
and good luck in all that you
do. Nikkay!!- I leave you with
the memories from child
development along with sociology, and our many many
inside jokes! Congrats
Nikkayy!! Class of 2010!! I
wish you all the best of luck
in all that you do.
Congratulations Class!!!!

friendship, my family, our
stupid fights, prom memories,
the camper, taking walks,
driving around, dancing and
singing, hanging out after
school, doing stupid things
knowing we’ll have a
good chance of getting
caught, millions of sleepovers,
making plans for when we get
older, throwing up at the
movies (thank you for taking
care of me that night) , getting
pets, spending holidays with
each other, picking Cass and I
up for school, my blood,
memories of picking on Allie,
beating each other up, long
late nights, visiting nana and
gram, you ninny, parties, pretend roadtrips when we
would pick Nate up,
McDonald’s runs, shopping,
going to dances with each
other, crying to each other
about problems, and The
Good Stuff by Kenny
Chesney. I could write so
much more. You have always
been there for me no matter
what, and I really love being

with you. There’s not a day
that goes by I don’t think of
you. We are a family, but
there’s one more thing I leave
you...my heart. I love you
more than you know, and
always will. My feelings will
never change; our relationship
is the good stuff. Tara F - I
leave you Paul’s number, our
10 day suspension last year,
sleepovers, snowball and ice
cream fights, bus rides to tech
and back, walks, and our first
fight. Ms. Saville - I leave you
a huge THANK YOU for
helping me with everything,
you’ve done so much for me.
I also leave you Romeo and
Juliet, eating out, coffee runs,
our walks in the halls, our
interesting talks, and memories of last year. Good luck
with your students next year.
Allie - I leave you ghetto fishing, I’m Sherri, running home
in a huge downpour, going to
the pool with Olivia that summer Jake wasn’t home, sleepovers with Jake, painting my
room, parties, long talks, Jake
and I picking on you, chasing
you around with the white
mask, shopping, eating out,

and your friendship. I love
you. Varsity softball team - I
leave you guys our memories
together throughout the years,
playing for Walnutport and
Northern Lehigh. I also leave
you guys burmas, bus rides,
eating out, picking on each
other and the coaches, and the
laughs and tears we had
while we were always there
for each other. We reached our
goals. We are sisters in a great
family. I love you guys.
Softball coaches - Thank you
for taking the time to help
make us a better team, you
have pushed us to be a good
one. Christina S - My cousin,
I leave you memories of when
we were little and when I
missed you when you moved
but you came back. Good luck
next year, take your senior
year seriously, it goes by so
fast! Mr. Allen - I leave you
office visits. All underclassmen - I leave you good times,
take your time at Northern
Lehigh, don’t rush it. Once it’s
gone you can’t go back, this
last year flew by so fast and
I’m going to miss it. So, good
luck and have fun.

out you. Dana Suozzo - Dana
you have been there for me
since 1st grade and I couldn’t
have asked for a better friend.
I want to leave you so much
but mostly I want to leave
you Adam Becker, my 10th
birthday party, sleeping in the
same sleeping bag, making
you have the worst house
when we played Barbies in
my attic and forcing you to be
the dentist Barbie. Dana I
know our friendship won’t
end because NL is over. We
have been through too much
together. Thank you for being
there for me. Erica Rauch Sorry Erica, but I can’t let you
forget being called Rojo
Grande in Spanish. Erica I
love you! We haven’t been
friends since elementary
school but we have definitely
had some good times in the
few years we have been
friends. Like walking in the
parade for Interact and failing

at stopping and singing
Yankee Doodle Dandy, our
McDonald’s run before PSSA
testing, and making my children’s book with you,
Deanna, and Phil. You, Phil,
Deanna, and I have to promise to keep in touch with each
other when we are home on
break next year. I can’t imagine my life without you.
Chelsea Schneider
(ChelsButt) - I know that it
has been ages since we actually talked but I want you to
know that you are very
important to me and I always
know that you will be there
for me if I need bowling tips,
someone to talk to, or someone to let their hamster bite
me. Remember when I tried
to wear your heels and they
got stuck on your bed frame
and I fell flat on my face into
the floor, or our trip to the
mall the beginning of senior
year, your Tinkerbell pants

and the trip to my grams
when we stopped and got gas
and laughed uncontrollably at
$26.50 and THE RED
THING!! We won’t ever know
what the red thing was either.
Good Luck Chelsea. Please
keep in touch. I love you.
Senior Volleyball Team
(Dom, Jarred, Jenny, and
Taylor) - You Guys were the
best and kept gym interesting.
Don’t forget all the stupid
noises Taylor made whenever
she hit the ball, and Dom try
not to be so much of a ball
hog and stay on your side of
the court! 3rd Block Lccc
Spanish Class - Thanks, you
made every single Spanish
class enjoyable. To all the seniors - the best of luck in college and keep in touch.
Marcus and Payton - enjoy
your senior year, it will be
over before you know it.

The Crew-(Sigley, CSnyds,
Dan, Bekah, Puskas, Joe,
Staz, Schmoyer, Nikki,
Wags.) Mall cop, CiCi’s,
Frank’s pizza, Sonic, bowling,
Ryan’s 18th birthday, football,
beach trip, Senior week,
GAME!, new year’s, PROM,
man hunt, bon fires, homecoming, football at Kmart,
Eagles training camp (father
Ryan), rock band, late night
dinner trips to Whitehall.
Through our ups and downs
we have always been there for
each other. Congrats guys!
WE DID IT!! Bekah Strousehakaber and ellierbag, beach
trips, your sweet 16,
raystown, 3am boating,
PROM sleepovers, wii, mall
trips, bowling, the ride at jersey shore, movie nights, and
our other million memories. I
love you best friend!! Joe

Kayla Toth
Jake S - I leave you 7 years of
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Kelsey Kuntz
Nicole/ BBF/ Big sister - I leave
you our videos, my pool, tanning, singing on car rides home,
your detention virginity, tally

Marlena Schnyder
Dev – I leave you our secret spot,
the quality inn, expensive sweatpants, water balloons at midnight, like lightning, four-wheeling adventures, hot bologna, 42,
bridge-jumping, bike week, plastic breasts, leeches in the creek,
the monkey swing, Macy Gray,
zoo spies, my torso, pretend
friendship rings, the blood of my
country men, dating best friends,
Roberto Sucky Fish (may he rest
in peace), the jersey sky ride, outdoor showers, Miranda, all my
sunburn, pyromania and “the
bonfire”, not so easy fries, the
wiener cloud, compliance checks,
poopin’, good sober fun, your
bathroom door, bad park jobs,
Princess Aurora, Enrique Iglesias,
enjoying the floor, and the promise that our story does not end
here, I love you with my whole
heart, and then some. Meggle – I
leave you Charles the Pumpkin,
cherry and peach, waking up in
Vegas, a new hole in your ear,
snow adventures, naughty game
night, soaking wet mall trips,

Nicole Missmer
Tyler : I leave you Chemistry,
where it all started. Taco bell,
Reese’s cups, New Moon, Forest
Gump “I WAS RUNNING”, a
fountain drink at BK, A key to
my car because I know how
much you’d rather drive mine
than yours. I leave you the wife
beater made down at the beach
for you. I leave you September
17, when our journey really
began and these past eight
months. The Friday nights after
football games, the hot tub, the
times I’d walk in the door and
hear “Collie Ollie”, and the time
you got your wisdom teeth
pulled. I leave you my dependability, no matter the distance.
Most of all I leave you a place in
my heart, because you have one
of the biggest impacts on my life.
Marlena: I leave you True colors,
lace, being my twin in a way that
can’t be mentioned, our talks, a
bus ride, cover girl, and 45 minutes of sponge bob. Thank you
for always being understanding.
Megan/ Big butt: I leave you
strawberry pancakes, Dunkin
doughnuts at 1 am, Junk food
and cuddling in your bed, our
runs, mall trips, bonfires, our
endless talks, preparation for

marks, sleeping in your mom’s
blazer, Mike’s house, cheesy tots,
my mom’s cheese burger.. and
chicken, milkshakes, flat ices,
“Run Nicole run!”, bear and
skunky, padiddle, invading
Justin’s privacy, dumb voices,
paint on your carpet, my pillow,
stalkers, sparkle lotion, “Do you
like my new undies?”, our summer plan, BK, small bikini tops,
“Is that him?” “I don’t want to
talk about it”, talks in the library,
starstruck, and prom 08. Dyl - I
leave you my accent, videoooo
gamessss, B.o.B., LaFonda, T.I.
(since you love him so much),
grody being a word, imaginary
stop lights, you making fun of
me for everything, being terrified
of my driving, parking in the
boonies at the mall, Biggie sucking, and On the Border. Tasha - I
leave you fuzzy fury fitted, the
situation, teddy bear, blondezilla,
“Why are you yelling at me?”
“I’m not yelling!”, boys with
teeth coming out of their cheeks,

not so successful getaways, guys
with girlfriends, my mood
swings, crafts class (since I
wouldn’t let you drop it), being
friends and then hating each
other and then being friends
again, “she’s following me
guys!!!”, and the passenger seat
of my car. Nick Tate - I leave you
high school dances, Chewbacca,
wing night, not making you
sandwiches, abusing each other,
milk bones, and “Hartman make
me food”. Rachel - I leave you
BIG BIRD, getting lost, witnessing Zeb eat a whole apple (core
and all), Kid Cudi, making a
pizza at two in the morning, seeing “people”, not understanding
each other ever, and Lacie. (even
though she’s your dog) B - I
leave you the impala, being
“ghetto”, LaFonda, Brand New,
Knappy’s basement, a house key
(since you just walk right in
away), T.I., poking, the fuzz, and
too much love.

awkward hot tub encounters,
Meeko my love, ME TOO, a suitcase I can fit into, your father’s
pants, STEPHEN and the rest of
the Laguna crew, Dunzo, shaving
and waxing you, sugar-free red
bull, the saddle at Texas
Roadhouse, whoopee cushions,
back cracking, booty camp,
adventures in Sacagawea, trouble
making, trampoline accidents,
scuba Steve, braided bracelets,
flying armadillos and home
movies, here’s to more trouble
than Kristin in Cabo. Lex – I leave
you Pilgrim pie, Sex in the City,
our favorite thing to shop for, a
fully shaved Sampson, adventures in Sam’s Club, the basketball girlfriends club, Beatrix
Potter, devil horns, sports bras,
Night at the Museum, your tree
house, our fifth grade board
game, apples to apples for forever and ever, binge eating and
eventually regretting it, hot water
at dunkin’ doughnuts, New Years
noise makers, Helen Keller jokes,
and the promise that Mapquest is
never right. Sean – I leave you
Saint Patrick’s Day in a tree, your

luscious curls, mystery shampoo,
Dr. House, silk boxers, sleepovers, photo shoots, acidic homecoming tattoos, Sax Man, listening to you play guitar and piano,
the Schnecksville Diner, countless
Anthony jokes, Indian Warrior,
your forgetful grandfather clock,
coming in hot, a very smokin’
Loretta, skittles, Orajel, early
morning trips to the park, James
Bond, a beard or two, my too
tight pants, trust me, keg man,
and the fact that I wouldn’t be
the same without you. B – I leave
you breakfast at Susie’s, the Lena
and B coffee hour, Roscoe, some
deer sheets, your comfy grunge
plaid, burritos, Celine and the
sound system, guns I thought
were real, creative costumes, rob
zombie, my bikini tops, the reason you can’t have anything nice,
twilight princess, axe fights, cuddling, the Matt Damon fan club,
my friends forever plaque, the
porcelain goddess, breaking into
Sean’s house, indecisive driving,
lord of the rings, belts, and cop
killers, thank you for always
being my honey bee. Christian –

Friday nights, sprunch spray, a
turtle neck well needed in 10th
grade, cheering camp, Superstar
triplets, our beach trip which lead
us to our skyping. I leave you a
key; my door’s always open
when you come home to visit.
Good luck at Mansfield!
Kelsey/Middle sister/ Bbf: I
don’t even know where to begin
with you. Forgive me if I leave
anything out in this, because you
and I have been through a lot
together. I leave you Our videos,
Prom 08’, Rides to and from
school, the night before senior
dress up day, a new pillow and
pillow case, Our tanning trips,
and the memory of our first tanning experience, prom night of
09’, the night at Mike’s garage,
my closet “What was that?!?”,
The Hangover because we’ve
only watched it about 20 times in
one night, graduation 09’, crazy
stockers, Blondezilla, Teddy Bear,
BK, McDonalds milkshakes, a
carwash, Padiddle, Shaving
cream, and invading Justin’s
Privacy. Thank you for all that
you’ve done. Expect me to be visiting you and sister every other
weekend at IUP next year. Alexa:
I leave you Smokey because I
know how much you loved him,
snow days, dance routines,

Dance team, superstar triplets,
and a beautiful relationship.
Good luck at Bloom. The door is
always open. Hartman/ Big
Daddy: I leave you a kiss even
though you won’t ever accept it,
the song Tic Toc, Jimmy’s “bat
cave”, an explosion “I’m sick of
it”, and a big thank you for being
my snuggling partner after prom.
Eric/ EWICCC: I leave you your
nickname, the last 5 minutes in
Sociology, a pink baseball sign
made for you, prom 08’, and

I leave you our third grade love
affair, witchy curses, a new bedpost, ruining your birthday party,
movie nights, bed races, envirothons, coal mines, manhunt
and your fabulous chest, GO
NAVY. Ty – I leave you peacocks,
baking cakes, prom proposals,
the Bourne Ultimatum, my birthday in the basement and tons of
other bad ideas. Hartman – I
leave you the honor of being my
first boyfriend, falling down the
stairs, snow tubing, playing
Madden, being a tease and our
future tattoo trip. Sally – I leave
you a solid tan, the night you
turned eighteen, my love for
baseball, and THAT kiss. Dom – I
leave you countless advances on
my mother, diner adventures, the
nasty waitress, California driving
and our accident in the King’s
parking lot. Gina – I leave you
animal factory fight, your tire
swing, the magic well, eating the
natives, DDR, the gallery, the Hfiles, baked beans, planet trog,
Deutschland robo lard boy and
Calcy. Jordo – I leave you porch
cat, meeshee, emo nights, exploding coke, sneaking out, light
sabers, TW4, mooning the camera, being a non participant,
marinara, nasty voicemails, and
no undies. Adrock – I leave you
the rest of the beastie boys, creek
rafting, badoofaloo, the dumper,
black berry trees, indoor and outdoor showers, and no ice cream
because you’re on the welfare,
YOU CAN’T AFFORD IT.
Angela – I leave you Bill Clinton,

friendship that means a lot to me.
Enjoy your senior year bud, live
it up and keep in touch. Brunner/
my BIG: I leave you Tyler
because you two are Inseparable,
New years eve, New moon, a
check point, Jimmy’s “bat cave”
“Run Nicole RUN”. Becky: I
leave you first grade, where it all
began, The monkey bars, cheerleading, dance team, back up
dancers, stitches, Tampico, pop
tarts, a wrong phone number, a
singing dog, sledding, cookie

Money Mike, freshman year
study hall, a blue m&m, the
courtship of Derek and Sam, gossipy homerooms and laughing
til’ we cried. Eric – I leave you
Prom, tux fittings, cleaning
mike’s car, backrubs, cute scruff,
FBGM, little mouths and my
driveway. Kelsey – I leave you
bush forts, sledding, the Sims,
trading retainers, King’s uniforms, PMC, ghetto mornings in
Fantasia and the catbox. Nicole –
I leave you cover girl, the honor
of being my “you know what”
twin, boy of the night, true colors, your dance routines and our
love for Cam Gigandet. Becky – I
leave you trips to K-mart, Gimme
Dat Becky, awesome burps and
the video on your phone.
Nicholas – I leave you a first kiss,
45 minutes, squirrel jokes, Party
in the USA, aquaman toes, bad
directions, Verna, pedophile
searches, the classic books you
never read, transgendered and
pregnant, Avatar, pool parties,
KFC, Braveshart, the golden ticket, a first time for everything,
busty bruises, my lack of behind,
lucky you, officer AND fancy
Nancy, stairwell sessions, flexing,
spider queen, shamrock shakes,
two fethers, creatine, my beater
collection, the mexistache, tattoo
lube, the spice rack, Chinese
food, fart forts, buddy days,
Chuck, love coupons, the pelican
pouch, gross belly buttons, pigtails, bloodshed, skipping school
and too much love.

dough, first day at middle school,
a shoulder to cry on, Juju bee’s, a
million of laughs, a “Hi friend”, a
text in the middle of the night
when one another is sick, Canada
Dry, Swimming, a detention in
6th grade for climbing over bathroom stalls, Intercoms, homecoming, “decorating” the boys cars,
and these past 12 years. The list
goes on, but unfortunately there
isn’t enough room. I’m not sad
writing this because I know we’ll
always be there for one another.
Thank you for everything you’ve
done, mostly thank you for being
a best friend to me over the past
12 years. I love you. Devon: I
leave you our talks, 9th grade
foods class, prom night, Boy of
the night, and endless amount of
quotes. Andrew: I leave you the
best nickname anyone could
have, a prom date that unfortunately fell through, a date to
Valley pizza, rides to school, 9th
grade computer class, a flat tire
in your driveway, the movie “I
Now Pronounce you Chuck and
Larry”, and Friday nights. You’ve
easily become like family, and I
thank you for all that you’ve
done. Class of 2010: We made it!
Good luck from here on out.
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Addie George
Mrs. Mattiola & Mr. Shuey - You
were two of the most influential

Jake Seiler
Kayla Toth- I leave you 7 years
friendship, a jagged butcher
knife, skamper, an anole, cupcakes, a burn in your elbow, late
night walks, early morning rides
to Northampton, hair dye (NOT
NATURAL!), my date to every
school dance, countless sleepovers, louboutians, Dunkin
Donuts, McDonalds, Wing Night
at Neffs, Aunt Emily’s wedding,
Dave & Buster’s, Q-Mart,
Palmerton walks, rides to
Landsford, cell phone bills, ugly
Kmart shoes, a giraffe purse, a
fish named Pukey, throwing up
in theaters, fabric shopping, son
of a snake, a ninny, a clown horn,
a car full of your things, alien
farm, your mom’s eraser, lies
about piercings, a banana tattoo,
MY SOCKS!, face masks, snow
tubing trips we never took, a
video camera, wild animals at the
camper, your 2 mile walk in the
snow to see me, and a piece of

Megan Howells
Alexa Muhr: My other half. I
leave you all the memories of this
friendship that will last forever.
From “The WildCats” to the
boyfriend talks our memories
together were one of a kind. I
remember the first time you told
me our moms knew each other
and I just said “that’s nice” and
walked away. And here we are
today best friends and inseparable. All of our memories signify
what a real friendship should be.
High school will soon be over but
our friendship never will be! I
also leave you, “HAPPY DAY”.
There is not much more to leave
you with because I know we
have a friendship that will never
ever end so I don’t want to leave
too much because I know you
aren’t going to leave my life.
Love you to the mall and back
and that counts stopping for starbucks! Devon Caton: “We are the
Champions my friends”. I leave
you dancing and singing skills.
Every time we hung out it was
guaranteed laughter, sometimes
even cereal coming out of the
nose. It’s weird how 6 years ago
you were passing me a note in
Mr. Graver’s class and now
you’re one of the people I talk to
every day. Besides just leaving
you Michael Jackson skills, I
leave you the memories of a
friendship that started just from a
complaint of a movie in class and
grew to be a friendship that will

people in my four years at NL,
thank you for all you taught me.
Mrs. Evans - Thank you for the

serious kick in the butt Mr.
Defrain - I leave you a pair of
earrings. Mr. Kern - Thank you
for all your time and creativity.
Fleezy - Thank you for being my
punching bag in the morning, try
not to miss me too much in
homeroom. Craemar - I’ll miss
our constant bickering and I
know you will too. Aaron - It’s
sad to say but I might actually
miss your know it all, arrogant
attitude. Thanks for a mediocre
two years BC. Carter - Quarter, I
leave you chicken, some sunny,
shoes, and your floozy of a dog
sandy. Gina:I leave you a net gun
to catch the dumper, and lots of
noises at cross country. Ash &
Casey - Stay true to yourselves,
don’t let anyone get you down,
love you both. Devon - I leave
you a dance in your grandparents kitchen, a disgusting trip to
the river with Lena, and Shia

Friday! Lena - I leave you a long
night in a small bed, “I’m weely
scared of bears” and Aaron
Rarick. Ashten - I leave you good
stories, drama, and schmoozling.
Destiny & Alyssa - I leave you a
class to look forward to, Ashten’s
stories, a salt shaker, and lots of
gossip. Victoria - I leave you
awesome sleepovers, soccer practices, and two days worth of
grounding. Carly - I leave you
phone calls, sleepovers, and
spooning. I’m going to miss you
and by no means do I find this
funny. Frudy - I leave you text
message during meetings.
Marissa & Samm - I leave you
tons of laughs at soccer, a sleepover, a trip to Long John’s, cathy,
and scary terry. Emily:I leave you
4 years of girl scout hell, chocolate covered strawberries, and
soccer. Kelsey - I leave you cookie cake, girl scout punch, countless trips to the movies, corn
mazes, and a giant part of my
childhood. Jenny - I leave you

frank the tank, strawberry
daiquiris, the JP walk, molly, and
so much laughter it hurts. Dylan
- I leave you the most complicated friendship ever, 7th grade
farewell, and prom. Jordan - I
leave you good times and the
biggest lesson I’ve ever learned.
Good luck in all you do. Brauna I leave you Mista Chewy, managing, greeting, laughter, classic
movie scenes, and the best duets
ever. What does mommy say?
Love you kiki. Schmandbearpig
- I leave you maple syrup, tons of
it, boy advice, dances in my
room, a miley cyrus song and a
fan, a close childhood picture,
elementary school, high pitched
screaming and lots and lots of
love. Justin - I leave you Spanish,
Zombieland, the Dragons
(because I’m alpha), thousands
and thousands of text messages,
a sweaty dance, the spin move,
and more memories to come.
Thank you for my favorite year.
Luh U.

baby, study hall, a game of volleyball, Wawa, stories about
graduation, and my sweatshirt.
Danyel Smith- I leave you too
many walks to class, Justice, rides
home, new songs, talks in homeroom, Mr. Schmidt, accounting,
stops at Sunoco, a gleek, a lighter
to burn your shoes, a trip to New
York, the plan to wash our cars,
The Lovely Bones, pumping your
gas, and all the money that I owe
you. Mr. Schmidt- I leave you
our library talks, Danyel, my
graduation project, 50 notecards,
an outline, my thesis due tomorrow, facebook friends, and my
future career. Maggie LeVan,
Lindsey Wetzel, Breanna Haas- I
leave you guys our good times,
Ellen, sleepovers, trips to
McDonalds, Ouija Board,
Maggie’s church play, sneaking
into Maggie’s, dog chow,

Peaceable Kingdom, all the hair
dye your heart desires, Tucker,
Warldorf Hotel, snow tubing
down the “mountain”, Late night
trips to Wal-Mart, burnouts, and
abreva.
Kala Evans- I leave you a pair of
scissors and a flat iron to do my
hair, times at Chelsea’s, walks all
over Walnutport, tripping into Kmart, Red Lobster with Gram
and Pap, The Sims, and the best
of luck in all you do. Chelsea
Humanick- I leave you diapers,
memories in the basement, Gym
class, our parents, Hometown,
Pound puppies, too many fights,
times when you would come
over to study in middle school,
my bunny, relating to each
other’s past, and a person who
was always there when I needed
her.
pony. And the late night phone
calls you would receive from me
and Devon. Always remember to
look at the stars, I’ll be looking
too! Love Always, Little Meg
Meg. Angie Long: We have been
friends all my life and we will
continue to be friends forever. I
leave you with all the adventures
we have been on from road trips
to dinner trips. I leave you with
all the laugh attacks you can possibly think of! Love you! And
Good luck your Senior year! Matt
Gill: I leave you with an unlimited amount of brownies! Gabby
Krupa: I leave you with a reunited friendship and many many
memories, Sean K and Shawn B:
I leave you two with hot tub and
hang out memories, and biting of
course. B, don’t forget we are coloring soon! Also, I leave you both
with me + Marlena = SMOKE?
SENIORS of 2010: I leave you all
with LUCK in everything you do
& remember the past 4 years.
DAMM: I love you girls to death!
I leave you all the memories and
all the ones to come, and a
friendship that will never end!
Cheerleaders and Dance Team: I
leave you with an infinite
amount of smiles. I also leave the
advice of have fun before it is all
over. Underclassmen: I leave you
with advice. This advice is LIVE.
Don’t dwell on the drama. High
School goes by fast. Take chances
and always have fun. And live
with no regrets.

my heart. No matter where we go
or what we do, you will always
be a part of my life. You have
helped shape the person who I
am today and I am so thankful to
have someone like you in my life.
Alyssa DiLemme- I leave you a
deer, a white mask, Bill Gates, a
soda in the morning, way to
many sleepovers to count, the
camper, a walk to the
Pensy, Dead Silence, the car ride
home after The Crazies, CANDLES!, our “fights”, a razor,
the word gay, Amanda, Summers
Eve, Baby Phat, Gleeking,
Prom, A married man, “what
what....”, “these are mine...no
these are yours”, Music videos,
my granddaughter, Shane
Dawson, a circle, talking about
our future careers with your parents, finding dogs, coaching soccer, our graduation project presentation, turtles, kittens, Bath &
Body Works, Lady Gaga, Chingy
and Lil’ Wayne, I Now
Pronounce you Chuck and Larry

and Brokeback Mountain, A billboard, You changing the world, a
peace sign, hippie costumes,
Christmas Eve, Ginadid, being
my alarm clock, me having the
last slap, a kitchen hose, and my
family parties. Gabrielle KrupaI leave you preschool, home
videos, our Prom limo, a broken
glass, Halloween costume shopping, Beautiful Brenda, our Lock
Haven tour, Christmas cookies,
“ice skating” with no insurance,
your pool, rides home from
school, a red rose, our walks into
school in the morning, and many
future trips to Lock Haven.
Angela Segan- I leave you the
trip to Panera that we never took,
dirty attractive kids, PINK!,
chemistry, Beyonce, bus rides,
your razorblade walls, Pac Sun
perfume, Chingy, a dozen eggs,
SATs, your first date, a bottle of
Banana Coloda Fuze, Jared
Shuey, cover up, a pregnant
woman, tons of Easter because
you’re so pretty, an Asian hipster

last a life time. I also leave you
ear plugs to give to your roommate at college to wear at night. I
love you so much! No worries we
are in a never ending relationship. Marlena Schnyder: I leave
you with Cherry, peach, or one of
each? Oh the trouble we caused!
From stealing pumpkins to building some strange gingerbread
porta potties, you will always be
the best friend who is down for
an adventure. MEEEEE
TOOOOO...ring a bell?? No matter my mood you always have
me laughing. Even though high
school is coming to an end does
not mean our friendship will
EVER have an end. I love you so
much! Let the trouble continue!!
Nicole Missmer: SKINNY BUTT!
I leave you junk food days in my
bed. You and I have had a long
journey from hating each other to
being best friends. I like to consider us the go to friends, because
whenever either of us needs
someone we go to the other and
it works out so great because we
understand each other. I leave
you the trip to the beach. Also, I
leave you MALL TRIPS. They
always ended very successful
and the talks in the car were
always endless. Love you lots!
Tootsie rolls? Becky Reese: I
leave you baseball games and
finding Nemo. We always laugh
until our eyes tear whenever we
are together. I also leave you the
memory of staying up all night
watching YouTube videos and

McDonald dates. I leave you
memories of messed up relationship talks also. Love you lots
baseball buddy! Captain black
too! P.s. I leave you with TEAMWORK. You know what I mean.
Ty,Ty, and Christian: I leave you
boys with the memories of the

ANDYBEAR! I leave you with a
million pens and a thousand
packs of gum since I was always
your supplier. I also leave you
with the award as the best date
EVER. Dominic Barone: I leave
you the memories of “rude boy”
and our famous talks at lunch.

“Friday Usuals” of the summer
before ninth grade. We were like
a family of best friends and the
memories will always be some of
my favorites. Nick Hartman: I
leave you the rumors about our
secret relationship! I also leave
you the memories of hanging out
at my house and falling in love
with my mom. Andrew Hoch:

Jake Kern: I leave you with allllll
the sunsets you can possibly
think of and also the memories of
study hall last year. It always was
a mystery of what would happen
each time. Good Luck your senior year. But everyone knows Mr.
Jacob Kern will do just fine. Nick
Valentini: Nicky Love I leave you
the memories of riding the black
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Adam Sigley
Bekah- Despite the long distance
and the ups and downs, you’ve
made the last two years of high
school amazing. I leave to you to
start all the great memories we
had in bio together. Then that
great night of snow tubing with
Puskas. There’s been golfing,
parties like new years eve and
birthdays, especially Ryan’s
where we got lost; thank you
very much. Church on Sundays
and everything that accompanied
that by waking up early. Then
there was prom last year which
was a pretty good night. All of
the summer fun and the football
season which ended slightly
shorter than expected. The black
Friday mess this year and not
sleeping at all on Thanksgiving.
There’s been so many as this year
started with my birthday,
Valentines Day, our anniversary
and everything else so far this
year. My grandfather’s death, it
was great to have you when we
were going through all of that.
High school wouldn’t have been
the same without you in it. It’s
been great, here’s to the rest of
the many memories to come.
Ryan-Well I know you’ve graduated but you’ve been a big part

Jen Bet
Brinana – You are my best friend
and trying to write up our memories in just one page would be
impossible. But all I can say is:
yellow beverages, McDonalds
every day, my favorite co-worker,
mozzy sticks, painting our stomachs, Alice in Wonderland, all of
our secrets, road trips to soccer
games, BJS, & many more. I love
you so much! Steph – I leave you
with cross country practices and
Carson’s house, your CDs that
ALWAYS skip, and painting our
stomachs for the boys’ soccer
senior night. There are so many
more memories that BJS has had

Alyssa DiLemme
Jacob Seiler: A Puma, Mamaw,
Shannon, Prom, Gina Did, Our
Graduation Project Presentation,
Coaching Soccer, Business Law,
Mr. Prive’s English Class, Study
Hall, C Lunch, Lunch Table
Conversations, Hippie Costume
Shopping, Winning Cutest
Couple on Senior Dress Up Day,
Snow Days, The Father Of My
Fake Baby, A Phone Call Every
Morning, Nutmeg, Two Birds,
The Dog We Found,
Moving….and again, Regina
George, Yo Gabba Gabba,

Alex Eltz
Lauren Buskirk(Lorenzo)- I’m
going to miss our sleepovers! I
am always here for you! I’m so
glad me and you became amazingly good frigging best
friends!!!....and Canada awaits!
And YOU BETTER GET YOUR
LICENCE TO COME SEE ME IN
PHILLY!!! Just saying! Me and
you have so many good memories. Like all the times I “helped”
with yard work…or the times we
just stayed up to talk about life.
Or that time we drank mad monster and stayed up and the next
day played rock band with Mr.
Mathew Green! And the time I
threw up in Rookie’s parking lot!
I love my Lorenzo! Rikki Jo
McRae (Rikki Bobby) – OH
MAN! Our car rides are the best!

of my life this year. You‘ve been
there in times of need and when I
just wanted to hang. I leave you
with all of the good times this
year in Burger King, my birthday
and how every time you’ve tried
to surprise me, Corey or Adam
when we turned 18. There’s that
awesome birthday last year
where Rebekah Strouse got us
lost. I leave to you all the banging attempts and the fun two liter
chug and Chinese food. Thanks
for the memories. Corey- Csnyds
where to begin, we’ve had ups
and downs throughout high
school but I love you like a brother. I leave to you all the great
times in Spanish, the Coño brothers, senior dress up day (cheerleaders), backyard sports, the OBEASTS, drive-bys, and all of our
adventures through working at
that darn Burger King. Adam-

Well dude we’ve been friends for
a long time. I really don’t know
where to begin but I leave to you
all the football games either
school related or backyard, just
hanging out driving around,
school dances, our trips to taco
bell and Cici’s, and youth group
back in the day. Dan- Well I still
consider you to be the crazy Nazi
kid that I couldn’t really understand when you first came here.
These years have been great. I
leave you with all the great memories of football the past 3 years,
just chilling, getting pulled over
on you b-day. You can’t forget
about the OBEASTS and how it
took you forever to pay me back.
You’ve been there to talk or just
to hang out and those are great
memories. Nikki- I didn’t know
what to leave you but MEOW,
OINK, GAME!! Puskas- Dude I

leave to you all the great times in
football, scouts, and just hanging
out. Game. Staz- I leave you with
great times in football, chilling
with the gang, bowling and oh
yeah GAME. Gabby-Gubby, walrus or whatever you like to be
called, I leave to you all of the
great times dating back to 8th
grade. The time we got lost on
Ryan’s birthday, thanks Bekah,
and Prom where apparently I’m
sleepwalking!! Which I don’t
understand at all. All of the
dances and McDonalds. KodaWell I leave you Shut up and
Butter my corn! Phil- Well it’s
been great. I leave to you all the
great times in musical and joking
around in class and our awesome
Saturday detention. I will never
forget all the banging we did
even the time at my house where
it was me, you, Ryan, Erica, my

brother, Corey and Ryan, and I
threw up. Great times. Josh- I
leave you your cows and your
green hands, the times you just
randomly show up in class, the
taco bell incident and of course
your weird dancing or as some
like to call it seizures. Game. JoeWell Joe, I leave to you pompoms, a bucket of fried chicken
and some purple koolaid. It’s ok
I’m not racist I have a black
friend. You really need to show
me how you get your hair to do
that fluffy cloud shape you do so
well, I’m gonna miss touching
your fro. NL Football Team- The
past 6 years have been great and
so many great memories with
you guys and I’m going to miss
all of you. This past year was
great; too bad we fell a little short
at the end here.

and many more to come. Love
you!! Kels – 7 houses away, 8 if
you count the double… You’ve
always been right there for me
and I will never forget all the
memories we’ve had. I leave you
with countless sleepovers, chocolate milk, LBI, JAKT, the “yearbook” game which you loved so
much, dinner and a movie with
you and Taylor, creeping on
houses, “Kelsey, stop singing like
that!”, ice skating, and many
more. I love you! Taylor – I leave
you with the campfire and the
fishers, Sisterhood of the
Traveling Pants 2, softball with
Mr. Defrain, the after-party at
Jeff’s and Randy’s 30 million hot
dogs, our 4 hour bike ride at LBI,
and many more. I love you so
much Tail! Addie – Oh my goodness, New Years Eve party for
two, strawberry daiquiris, chocolate covered strawberries, the ice
cream sundae breakup, when
your brother lost your phone at
the stadium. I love you Add!
Panda – My beautiful, thin best
friend. I love you so much dear.

Great things come in a small
package, and that is the truest
statement for you. Never forget
JAKT, sleepovers at Kels’s house,
losing my tooth at your birthday
party while we watched Toy
Story 2 and the Little Mermaid 2.
So many memories from when
we were little there are too many
to state. I love you! Julie and
Jocelyn – My other two J’s. I’ve
been playing softball with you
girls since I was 8 years old. I
love you both so much and we’ve
shared so many great memories
together... Aristocats? Joc, best of
luck at college and when you’re
up at Penn State visiting Billy
you better visit me too! Julie, we
had our rough patch but I think it
made our friendship stronger.
You by far had the greatest parties ever back in the day. And I’ll
never forget all the time we spent
together. I love you Jules! Jordan
H – I leave you wine tasting and
Mr. Mummey’s spittle. Tammy –
I leave you ALL of my nicknames
for you including the Baconator.
Oh, and the Schnecksville Diner!

Love you. Pay – Your softball
pitch and the noises that go along
with it. Love you! Maggers – I
leave you the laughs we’ve had,
especially at the tournament.
Sleepovers at Tor’s and all the
softball games we’ve played
together. I’ll drive you to your car
any day, I love you! Kristi and
Bow – To two of the most incredible softball players I’ve ever met.
I love you ladies and I will never
forget you. To Carly and Jordan
– The prettiest girls in the world,
I leave you with… Jenniferrrr. To
Lauren O. – The tallest, prettiest
girl I know. You are incredible at
everything you do and I leave
you all of our javelin memories, I
love you! To the New Years Eve
Sleepover Crew – My lips are
sealed. And I leave you more
sleepovers to come. Love you! To
the Walnutport Softball ladies –
Parties at Pay’s house, slip and
sliding, winning championships,
memories to last a lifetime! Love
you girls! The Thundernuts!
(Taylor, Megan, Dom, and Jared)
– My favorite gym class of all

Desperate Housewives, Talks
With Austin, Bob, Pushing Your
Car Out Of The Snow, Cleaning,
Our Weekend Routines,
Sleepovers, Late Night Talks,
Phone Conversations, Lady Gaga,
Lil Wayne, A Vicious Dog and
Cat, Elmer’s Glue, A Circle, Trips
to Kmart, Grocery Shopping, “Up
and down, back and forth…”,
“No! These are mine and those
are yours!”, “Don’t you know
what straight is?!”, “He said he
has six cats!”, “How do I get in
there?!” A Tack Off My Wall,
Hugs and Hisses, A Dead Kitten
(or was it a garbage bag?)

“Cleaning” Nanas House, Easter,
Christmas, Car Rides, Your
Kitchen Table, A Grape Shaped
Placemat, A Bowl of Mamaw’s
Chili, A Dunkin Donuts Caramel
Iced Latte, Bath and Body Works,
Parties, A Married Man, A Future
Trip to Paris, Trash Picking, A
stuffed Koala Bear, A Pride
Festival, A Rainbow, A Cup of
Bird Food, and last but not least
an Amazing Friendship. Kayla
Toth: The Northern Lehigh Pool,
Baby Oil, Painting Your Room,
Handprints on Your Wall We
Never Made, 2009 Homecoming
Game, Spirit Day, A Kmart Purse,

A Dolphin, Caribou Lou, Rolling
Around On Kitchen Floors, Jake’s
Living Room Floor, A Game of
Would You Rather?, “It’s A
Circle!”, The Waiting, Millers
Diner, Valley Pizza, An Anole,
Dying Our Hair, Dog The Bounty
Hunter, Camping In Your
Grandmother’s Garage, Ghetto
Fishing, Running in The Rain,
Pink, Prom, Culinary Arts, Prank
Phone Calls, Constantly Losing
Your Cell Phone, Late Nights,
Early Mornings, A Pop tart, A
Drawing Of A Horse, Throwing
Up At The Movies, The Scary
Doll Above Your Bed, A Mocha

time, I leave you with many
memories of volleyball… To
Jimmy Bilger – I leave you all
the soccer tournaments and vacations, Bud’s howling, every
EMPTY box of granola bars you
left in the cabinet, and our handshake. Love you! Rachel Barnett
– I leave you with Austin. But on
the weekends you come to Penn
State, you’re mine. I love you so
much! Mariah Barber – I leave
you creepy stares and the road
trip to Myrtle Beach we still
haven’t planned… Oh and our
LCCC boys. Love you! Jennie
Fronheiser – I leave you our
stretches in gym class and Dom’s
comments. Mikey Hofmann – I
leave you with online courses
and cross country meets. And I’ll
never forget your hair! Aaron –
You are the smartest person I
know, and you’ll succeed in
whatever you do. Good luck
with everything. Craemer – I
leave you with the teasing, good
luck with everything you do,
especially wrestling. Heiser – I
leave you with “HI HEISER”,
track meets, softball games, our
lunch discussions, and Brody
jokes. Love you man! Brody – I
leave you with my pranks, jumping out of doorways to scare you,
and sneaking out. To the Class of
2010 – Congratulations, and I
thank you for making high
school the best four years of my
life. I leave you all the luck in the
world… you’re going to need it.
From McDonalds, Halloween,
Mr. Schmidt’s English Class, “I’m
Sheri!”, The Godmother/Aunt of
My Child Development Baby, A
Walk in A Blizzard, Jordan
Douche bag, and last but not
least an Unforgettable
Friendship.

Especially when you’re screaming out the windows and I’m
ducking! And then I’m dying
from laughing so hard! I can’t
wait for the day you tattoo D
nitro on your butt, so I don’t forget what I’m naming my child.
Clean your gun you never know
where it’s been! CSI! And we
can’t forget the human goo. I will
always help you search for rotting peaches before you eat the
lunchrooms fruit cups, you have
my word, as long has you help
me look for spiders on my tray! I
can’t wait for our sleepover in 3
months! ha-ha. I will get you
your sailor I promise! And I am
going to miss you dancing in the
hall ways up to study hall last
year when we got back from tech.
I love our code names for people
and the way we used to make

Josh Reimer feel awkward until
we made him into a creep…then
we felt awkward! Amy joy
Benninger(almond joy)- Dude
we became a lot closer this year
and last! I remember 10th grade I
was so scared of starting out in a
new school but you and Lauren
made it easier for me. We have
had some deep conversations
man…and I wouldn’t trade them
for the world. I love the walks we
had, ha-ha all 2 of them. I love
when mike had his old car and
whenever he went over speed
bumps I’d smack my head off the
roof….and how I still scream seniors out his window! And that
time we were in Kmart...getting
balloons…or the time we were
dared to lick a balloons…and of
course CiCi’s pizza ha-ha. Kerri
fink(kare-bear)- I’m so glad I

decided to go to tech, because if I
didn’t go I wouldn’t have gotten
close to you and we wouldn’t be
best friends now! I trust you with
everything man. You are the first
one to hear my good and bad
news and I can’t wait for college
with you. We’re going to party it
up and be the best photographers. And you are definitely
going with me for my first tattoo.
I frigging love you! And without
you I don’t know how I would of
got through ecology and I love
when me and you are total creeps
to Dillion Carlton. Josh Reimer- I
love how me and Rikki would be
a huge creep to you and at first
you didn’t know how to take it.
Well now you take it pretty
well…I mean you are the one
that’s a creep to us now! And I
love the rides we have together

and that day I found out you are
“G” because the CD in your car.
Matthew Torres- so Matt…I
don’t remember how we became
friends…but I’m glad we met.
And all the car rides last year
when I thought I was going to
die. And the best thing ever the
day me and Rikki bought you
birthday “lunch”. Cheese
Burger-I miss you, it isn’t the
same without you on the tech bus
“smoke rocks”! Painting ClassMrs. Matt, Jessie Pavolko- I have
tried so hard not to graduate but
it’s happening…I love you. The
Billies(twins),Kayla Haefele I love
you guys! Favorite freshmanSQUIRREL!, DJ and JESSIE
PAVOLKO! FAVORITE 10thDustin Keich& Ashley Olewine <3.
and I leave everyone my stupid
jokes and love!
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Alyssa Horwath

Jess Buzinski- One of my best

friends, and the first person I met
from Northern Lehigh. Salting
slugs, softball, Lehigh soccer,
stealing the sign, spying, the
good night at the club, health
class, gym, and the ‘z’ language.
We’re staying best friends after
high school, I love you. Nicole
Williams- Moe, the next person I
became friends with at Northern
Lehigh. Softball with Larry, CIVILIZATION!, 1990s cartoons, awesome (and not so awesome)
sleepovers. When we’re roommates it’ll be a sleepover every
night. One of my best friends in
high school, and life, I love you.
Laurel Horwith- Sister? Cousin?
Well we have the same last name.
Hot Rod, graduation project,
Nearvana vs. Farvana, the golf
cart, almost dying in the snow,
best friend, I love you. Danielle
Dooley- I miss you. We have so
many memories like bowling, my
cousin Erin, the train ride, and
countless others. Now that we’re
going to college, I hope we can
become closer again. The
Dodgeball Team- 8th place! Sam

Barthol- Summer sleepovers,
annoying Josh and Jesse,
Chambersburg tournament,
Dena’s pants in the pool, baby
food, getting ready before
dances, clothing exchanges,
Mikey, babysitting, and more
things to come, I love you.
Addie, Ashten, and DestinyThank you for making LCCC
painting worthwhile, DEPPERDURPEN!, I like eggs, and
Ashten’s stories. I’ll miss you
guys, but I’ll never forget you.
Corey Sargent- My best male
friend throughout high school.
Mike Rowe, Hugh Laurie, and
your grandmother. We loved
them all, and I love you. Marissa
Fatzinger- Foods class, Erik’s
party with the creepy glaring kid,
and Through the Looking Glass.
I’ll miss you, but I will visit you,
I promise. Kevin Heberling- I’m
sorry for almost driving us off a
cliff. I also figured you were worried I wouldn’t write about you,
because you worry a lot. The
Lookout, the cat jumped over the
dog tree fox, ice cream, YO!,
CiCi’s sticky buns. And old people are cute. P.S.- I like your
beard.

Congrats
Class of 2010
Ashley Mayberry
Rikki: I leave you Pablo. You can
probably find him stocking some
yogurt or cheese. I’ll never forget
our homeroom conversations
about him and all those other
completely random guys. And
never forget Paco, even though
you never actually saw him! And
you have to remember when we
were creeping through Emerald.
Good times, good times. Jess: I
leave you all the creepy guys on
309, Wendy’s, Susie’s, your
“cheesy” soul mate, our
boyfriend at the Schnecksville
Diner, and ETHIOPIA! Never
forget our driving adventures!
Like sitting at a random gas station when your car broke down
and just eating crackers. And I’ll
just throw in your favorite quote,
“I wanna lick you from your
head to your toes!” This past
year has been so fun! I’ll miss it
and I’ll definitely miss you! By
the way, where does a man with
one leg work? Laurel: I leave you
New Moon with the freaks
screaming at Taylor Lautner, the
autobahn game, and 4 years of
English class memories. Always
remember our hatred of Annie
from 90210. “Did she die yet?!”
By the way, the Civics field trip
and the one in Philadelphia junior year were hilarious! I’ll definitely miss all of our fun conversations! Oh, and we should totally go to Britain together and
maybe catch a glimpse of Ed
Westwick! Josh: I leave you with
your undying love for me. Ur my
BFFL. Plz, don’t be jealous ppl. I-

Rikki Jo McRae
Josh Gyory - I leave you all the
Rocko’s Modern Life episodes
there are, and all the study halls
we spent watching them. Those
days will be missed. I also leave
you a pair of headphones so you
can stop stealing mine and listen
to your own music whenever
you want to. I leave you Harry
Potter’s class and all those stupid
things you whispered when we
should have been paying attention. I also leave you her spell
book. Quick! Non Sequitor! Post
hoc ergo preptor hoc! I leave you
all those classes we had together,
and all the classes I wished we
had together. Also, I leave you
musical times and backstage
band moments. It’s been real
Gyory. Becca Hamm - I leave you
Lehtonen’s class and all the fun
we’ve had there. I leave you our
shared locker that I always manage to clutter up, and end up
organizing later on. I leave you
our countdown, and all the times
we could recognize each other
just by the raising of our hands
in the hallways. I leave you our
Girl of the Month speech, and
also all the musical times together. Have a fun life, girlfriend Ali
Eltz- Alexis, A-dibbs, A-mak, and
whatever else I happened to call
you at the time. I leave you koolaid (grape flavor of course), fried
chicken, dropping the kiddies off
at the pool, frank, and all those
other kooky names we had come
up with. I leave you my 18th
birthday with the stripper I will
never get, and the sail boat to go
along with him. I leave you all
the pictures you took at my
house, and that stupid dog that
attacked us. I leave you our bus

trips to and from tech, and our
moments talking on the phone. I
leave you our car rides home,
and our near death experience! I
leave you all my baggage on kangaroo and curtain. I leave you
that hole I will throw Franis in,
minus the dead raccoons, just to
spare him. I also leave you that
sleep over we never had because
you didn’t want to schedule 3
months in advance. Life won’t be
the same without you. Amy JoyI leave you 10 years of friendship, plus 2 years of tech. I leave
you Bill, and all those times I
accidentally jumped on you
when I got scared. I leave you
with all our inside jokes, tears,
laughs, and giggles. Our friendship will always be there. Joey
Lear- I leave you my 11th grade
bus ride home every day. I leave
you all those times we were supposed to go mountain blazing,
but never did. I leave you my
Hurley sneakers that still have
your “Joe Lear Rox” on them. I
leave you all our conversations
about nothing that always
brought a smile to my face, and
how you always seemed to be
able to make me laugh. Your
friendship did mean, still means,
and will always mean so much to
me. Brandi Owens- I leave you
the CRAP machine we built way
back when, and all our fun times

in Mr. D’s class. I leave you all
those years of friendship we have
shared. I know we have drifted
apart, but they were the best part
of my school years. Jessica
Szuchyt- BAM! 6 inches! 90
degrees NORTH of the mouse
pad! Haha I leave you all of our
fun times in musical. I leave you
all the times I snuck into your art
class when I should have been
going to tech. We’ve had so many
fun times and we’re still having
them! Creamer Hedash- I leave
you 6 years of friendship. I leave
you middle school, and every
single class we’ve had together,
which was every single class.
Megan Vernon- I leave you your
magic carpetbag song. I leave
you calculus class, and all the
times we spent goofing off. I
leave you every black joke you’ve
ever told me. Black Thunder will
always be your number one
blackie. To my fellow seniors- I
leave you all of our high school
years together. I’ve had so many
good times with all of you. Good
luck with your future! To my
underclassmen friends- I leave
you EVERYTHING! You guys are
the future, and I hope the rest of
high school treats you as well as
it treated me! I will miss all of
you terribly, and I hope to see all
of you again soon! Good Luck!

Best of Luck
from
The Slate Staff

Hop, like I hop on one leg, so
hilarious, right?! Matt, you know
like door mat, so not funny.
Ching Chong? Um, I think she
got some soy sauce on my test.
“Where is she going?-Smoke
break.-Well that explains a lot.” I
will definitely miss how much
you made fun of me, like right
now when you’re reading this. I
will never find someone who
could replace your humor! Oh,
and can I have your email
address? Taylor: I leave you with
the magical floating skateboard!
And Jesse McCartney! And
Gossip Girl with your hero

Jenny! J-Rod: I leave you with
the memories of EHP that you
will always cherish. Trust me,
you will treasure them because
I’m freakin’ awesome. And if you
ever need help with chemistry in
college, you should definitely call
me because I could offer you my
insight into the knowledge. (PS:
You’ll always love me and how
stupid I am!) Julie: I leave you
with lots and lots of weird music!
Devon: I leave you with fabulous
memories of Wednesday nights!
Chels: Even though you don’t go
to NL anymore, I’m gonna be
retarded and write you one,

because you’ll always be part of
this school! You’ll always be my
best friend and I’ll always love
you. Well anyway, I leave you
with the food network and all the
freaks on it, the Sims (with frozen
French toast sticks), eating everything, “Come on Eileen,” growling at people for walking too
slow, and “mmmmkay, where’s
my car?” And all our fun camp-

ing trips and sleepovers together.
We have so many memories, and
so many more to make! By the
way, I’d definitely walk “1,000
miles” for you baby! Aaron: I
leave you lots and lots of smiley
faces.

Julie Wagaman

ing the tubes, rope swinging,
laser tag, squirting bumper boats,
ice cream, and cards), four wheeling, going to your dad’s, yard
sale hopping, fires, the 10 show,
me falling asleep as soon as a
movie comes on, and so on and
so on (see ‘the crew’). Hopefully
there will be many more to come.
I leave you with my heart. I love
you. Tamara- to you I leave you
our song, Starkle Starkle.., story
time on the bus, speed camp and
centerfield. Maggie- I leave you
with Sals, our talks, and sleepovers at your house. Keep throwing hard out on the mound too!
Kristi- your practical jokes
trained me not to be tricked.
Thank you. You always know
how to cheer up any room and
your Carlos was a huge help,
keep him safe, and of course I
leave you all our fabulous dance
moves. Erika- you are the best

catcher I could have asked for.
You make me look good out
there. Don’t hang your head. I
leave you all the green dye in the
world and a house full of clowns.
Also, 21 waffles, 3 pizzas and 84
pizza rolls. Jen and Kayla- You
can split ketchup and mustard
between you. Payton- I leave
you with a car so you can drive
yourself places, a microphone to
always remember my lovely
singing, and dancing at
Hummels. Softball underclassmen- you three have been a vital
part of the team and you have
helped make it a great year. Good
luck in your next 2-3 years.
Whole Softball team- First, I
leave you slip-n-slide, sleepovers,
Nick hitting Erika with a rock, all
the food you can eat, bike rides,
fires and pussy willow. Now seriously, we have been through
many ups and downs through

the seasons but we stuck through
it all. We are truly a family and a
team. Thank you girls for all the
memories. “Thank God for
Burmas” FSU! Cross Country
girls team-I leave you with all
the snowy, rainy, and windy days
we ran through and the pee on
our rock. The crew- you guys
are all crazy and there are few
dull moments. I leave you with
all the bulldog beverage you can
drink, fires at the kremposky’s,
the man cave and man zone,
water fights, man hunt, golf ball
game, pool, P90X, the mountain,
the blow up doll, dodge ball,
Grandma’s boy, McDonalds, and
four wheeling in the snow.
Everyone - Best of Luck in everything you do. Be the best person
you can be and never let anyone
tell you you can’t.

Throughout my years of high
school, friends have come and
gone. The ones who have stayed
are mostly the softball team. You
girls have kept me sane and I
would like to leave you with the
following: Jocelyn- You and I go
way back; from the driveway
days to “here’s your quarter” to
our crunchy nights. Although we
have had our roller coaster of
quarrels and laughs, you are the
one who’s always been there.
Many softball games with us
have been a blast and I will
always remember Shamokin! You
will always be my support and I
will never let you go. BFF. NickIt has been almost a year and a
half, can you believe it? You have
pushed me to be the best I can be
at everything, especially school.
Our time has also been full of lots
of fun times; the lake (racing, rid-
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Sam Barthol
Ginaboo - We’ve been best
friends ever since kindergarten
and I wouldn’t want that to
change after graduation. Both of
us have been through a lot; “chex
mix,” the miller monster, trick or
treating in Slatedale,“the book,”
late night phone lines with insane
strangers and all those crazy
summer nights. We have so much
history here and I’ll never forget
a single day of it. I leave you
with all of those memories
“bestest buddy” and you will
always be my faveurite, spelling
error intentional. P.s. Bobby, I
leave you my hippo silly band. I
hope you enjoy it. Tori - I leave
you with the most important
thing of all, blue mountain.
Snowboarding with the whole
crew was amazing, especially
with your “brother.” You introduced me to my boyfriend of for-

Zion Moore
Travis: I leave you the unfinished, haunting, little box of
childhood dreams hidden away
as a reminder of your shortcomings with the promise to help you
fulfill them all and then some, the
conversations that leave us feeling even worse but without anything to say considering the “circumstances”, all of the ridiculous
feelings about almost everything
that we share, finishing every
song that you start singing so
you do not end up alone, every
look that has a million words
hidden behind it and the names
we have for each other, looking
out the window with you and
your Pokémon dog, presents,
both the given and received, the
fake ones that are only a figment
of your imagination, all of the
change you find on the ground
being head up to give you just a
bit more luck, a pig farm in some
random state like Oregon, teaching you how to paint, saving you
from as many bad ideas as possible, unlimited cranberry juice and
a cell phone that only we know
the number to, to the future
which we already feel how things
should end up. Joseph Lear:
Random visits and shady pizza,
off roading and roofing to
MGMT, painting master pieces
and speaking lore, the secret plan
that you must carry out next year
and a summer full of strange surprises and building a house
because we just should. Huff: I
leave you all of the volleyball
games and mcdonalds pit stops,
going to the mall to buy tight
pants and the chef who killed the
snowman on homecoming night,

Craemer Hedash
Class of 2010: I will remember all
the great times in which we had
together. I wish you the best of
luck in life and in your future
plans. To the Underclassmen:
Take advantage of all the opportunities in which Northern
Lehigh High School has to offer,
even though there are not many.
NL Wrestling Managers: I leave
you with filled out bracket
sheets. Even though you annoyed
me throughout the season, I
couldn’t have asked for a better
crew of managers. I will always
remember Jess calling me a psycho for no apparent reason, and
Samm for just being her crazy
self. La clase de Sr. Hauck Block
4: Espero que Uds. Puedran en

ever and I thank you unbelievably for that to this day. Me, you,
and Dena have some interesting
memories looking back all starting at band camp, and not the
kind that everyone else is thinking about. I won’t ever forget all
the crazy summer parties we
had, our so called secret language
for note writing, sneaking out to
go ghost hunting in Jersey and a
lot more I can’t exactly mention,
like our clever nicknames, but all
that’s left to say is “Billy baby.”
Jessica, Brandi, and Steph Jessica, I leave you all the art supplies in the world and of course,
chunky lipstick. Let’s remember
all the sleepovers we had, laughing continuously for no apparent
reason. Brandi, I leave you Ruby
Tuesday’s croutons, which we
need to enjoy some more of. I
leave you pre-prom and every
day of colorguard together. Also,
I’ll never forget your “monkey

face” jokes. Steph, I know we’ve
had one tough year, but we need
to put it all behind us. I can only
have one Buh so saying that, I
leave you with every single video
we’ve ever made all of high
school. The Brisky films, The
Memoirs, and the multiple
movies we slaved over for
Brandi’s birthdays. May the
3MC’s survive. Devon and Lena
- Devypoo, I leave you the movie
Teeth, your favorite of all time. I
won’t forget all the times of pure
laziness we shared watching
movies, eating slim jims and
drinking coke, your necessities to
survival. Let’s not forget our after
school talk sessions with grandma too and figuring out that a
gas key exists. Lena, I wish I
owned Victoria’s Secret so I could
leave you with all the underwear
ever made. I’m glad to have
served you on panty patrol and I
do leave you with Calcy and

Elmo. Alyssa and Laurel - To my
evil twin Laurel, I leave you with
the beginning of our friendship
in 5th grade to the entire summer
after sophomore year and our
sleepovers literally every single
night we could possibly get. I
won’t forget our Charlie’s Angels
fascinations and golf cart incidents from way back in the day.
Alytha baby, I leave you with all
of the same and my front yard, to
do obscene actions to passing
cars. I also cannot forget our tent
parties, the sleepovers we had in
Tori’s “little house,” the weekend
in Chambersburg and to the
unforgettable movie/bowling
weekends we had with the
Shawns and Hutchy. Danielle Although we’ve lost touch
recently, I still consider you one
of my best friends. “Giggles” and
“Bubbles” during indoor field
hockey and the dunk-a-roo fights
at lunch in middle school shows

how far back we go. I leave you
with our ten weeks in a row
streak, our bowling adventures,
and mountain house experiences
with wild ducks in the paddle
boat. Marcus and Victoria- I
leave you with the tubing staff,
with some unfortunate others
included. If it wasn’t for that job,
we wouldn’t have been such
close friends as we are now. I also
leave you two McDonald’s sundaes, poppers and silly string,
and some incredible bails on
rails. Lastly, to everyone else I
couldn’t squeeze in, I leave you
everything from inside jokes at
school and street racing to
Walnutport, to past relationships,
super bouncy ballin’ and some
pretty crazy C lunch food battles
will never be forgotten. I lived
my life the way I was supposed
to and I have all of my friends to
thank for that.

Maroon 5 and our lovely harmonies, all of the night drives in
your car and the terrifying time
on the railroad tracks. Justin: To
you I leave batman and that awesome costume, Chinese food and
the O.C., way too much, explosions in the sky and lococommotion, along with all the good conversation and sound effects,
Chuck E. Cheese, Friday night
lights, and your tough dad, the
time when you could not fight
because you had glasses on and
K. Jones class. Shannon: I leave
you an amazing guy who is
smart and is worth the time, conversations in german class and
singing in Deutschland and
going on a picnic. Jared & Chris:
I leave you a wedding in the near
future and all the time you guys
have made me smile. To my sister: I leave all of the secret hellos,
the crazy lunches and the gifts
we made for each other just for
fun, endless boxes of cheez-its
and speaking so fast that only we
can understand each other. Sam:
My sister’s best friend I give you
my slippers, a hair cut and a sexy
man, lovely music and you look
grand with your hair up. Corey:
The man who taught me all I
“know” thanks a bunch for never
letting me forget the little girl I
was until you decided to grace
me with your knowledge. Ha. H.
Vaughn Reese: I leave you our
first meeting and your skin tight
pants, that movie I never
watched, all the time I caught
you off guard, little sexy, our
wise conversations and heated
debates the many things we have
yet to talk about and the fact that
you have the most lovely name
and I get to say it every time we

converse. Rachael: I am sorry for
that noise that you now constantly make, I leave you all the offkey songs in painting and all of
the masterpieces we have created
side-by-side. Zach Ritz: Baby I
leave you a full lunch table and
full of evenings fulfilling our
massive list of movies which we
have yet to start watching, endless summer nights with the perfect music for the perfect
moment, a green suit to play clue
and look spiffy in, the crazy pictures and numberless days spent
after school painting when all
you wanted was to be asleep, and
the fact that you are not going to
end up like your brother. Emily:
My wild best friend, I leave you
all of the clothing you have yet to
steal, our same size feet, the looks
that only we understand and finishing each other’s sentences,
dying your hair whenever you
want even if I hate the color,
many nights spent watching
some of the most horrifying
movies ever, the first shows and
some of the best thing I’ve experienced, all of the ridiculous pictures and face paint at 2 A.M, the
millions of nachos I have yet to
make you and making up for the
lost time when things fell apart,
and finally something that works
out and leaves us both smiling
with the satisfaction that we will
both be okay, actually better than
fine, GREAT. I love you all more
than anything and I hope you
will succeed above and beyond
your wildest dreams because all
of you are so talented and will
impact the lives of others in
amazing ways if only you let
yourself.

Courtney Romanishan

conversations with topics of
extremely loud people. Aute- my
side-kick, I leave you a boxer
puppy to share Doritos with, a
bad temper to hide behind, & a
friend who walks like he’s leaning up against a wall. Semester 2
block 2 biology- my C average, I
leave you all with the assumption that “encyclopedias are for
babies,” hours of homework that
receive 5 points for completion,
our AIDS blood lab, & our fieldtrips to every corner of the
world. As I walk out these doors
I thank you all for showing me
that high school is the most
memorable time of your life & I
hope you all make the best out of
every situation to come. Just
remember you only get one
chance at life, & you should do
whatever it is that makes you
happy.

enfierno. Es cierto que Maria Lear
quebre el viento en la cara de Alf
Malaska. Es possible que Paco
ahogue en la lengua de reir.
Espero que Maria Zellner y
Carlos Gavalla viven en el van
acercarse el rio. Es dudoso que
Eva Reese y Yolanda Brogan sean
excellente en vida.Ojal que te
vaya bien. Colin and Connor
Hedash: Thanks for all the great
times during our athletic academic careers. I will always remember being on the same teams as
you having fun and packing a big
one. Haha. Colin keep putting
Connor in his place and Connor
don’t kick Colin in the face when
he tells you to. Lucas (Dude
Love) Dise: Thanks so much for
moving to Northern Lehigh. I
will always remember going out

to eat and getting yelled at for
throwing snowballs out your
window while driving in
Allentown. I will never let the
Indian Women or any other
women break up the “LCCC”.
John Deere: You inspire
me…Christian (Fruity)
Freudenberger: I will always
remember the Friday nights
under the lights and hanging out
with friends. Your birthday parties were always exciting due to
your mother’s presents. Good
Luck at the United States Naval
Academy SQUAD and I hope to
stay in touch. Dan (The G-Man)
Heummer: I am leaving you a
bag of razors so that you can
finally shave off all that German
hair. Hanging out with you will
be remembered forever, especial-

ly the time when Buresh hit his
head off the volleyball pole during our fun filled game at Eagles
Nest. Michael Buresh: I leave
you a helmet and a pair of football gloves. I also recommend
locking yourself in a padded
room so you don’t get injured.
While in the room you could also
work on your small hamstrings
so it can carry your huge butt
and big nose around. Shaun
Kelly: I leave you with football
tickets and cotton candy in order
for you to remember all the trips
with Rios and I to watch the
Bulldogs kick butt on the football
field, and the great Halloween
Parade. Nick Moore: You’re my
hero!!!! Brandon (Mo) Mohrey:
Your eyes are so beautiful but
they are very deceiving, you’re

High School has shown me how
great so many people can be, but
now that it’s over I begin to
change. I need to leave it behind
& discover who I want to be, in
this process I’m leaving so many
amazing people behind with
some memories worth cherishing. Lekota- my spitting image, I
leave you a lifetime of experiences, the “bad girlfriend” label,
a book yet to be written, & a trip
to our past, our memories, our
laughs. Michael- my lost friend, I
leave you a stalker’s love, an
apology from tear-filled eyes,
random visits, & a secret flame
that to this day has not been
extinguished. Dan- my outspoken friend, I leave you 207 study
island questions with a finally
passing grade, our crazy texts
about simple nothings, & our

crazy man! Nick Hartman: You
are God and keep it real. Zach
(Rooster) Fleming: I leave you a
pair of running shoes cause you
know my lazy butt wouldn’t be
able to run as far or as fast as
you. I will always remember the
Brookville Wrestling Trips together. Nikko (Vein) Stevens: Keep it
real man and only a month until
you can do some of the late night
partying. Always will remember
going out to states with you and
Colin. Jen Bet: Good luck at Penn
State Main Campus! We all know
you will be very successful in the
future. Hope to keep in touch.
Taylor Farber: Can words really
describe it? Addie George: I will
always remember the friction
between us since 6th grade.
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Becky Reese

Jordan Herzog
Ty - incense, my locker, Josh
Schippers, inappropriate things
for your locker, Yoohoo, cake vs.
celery, youtube, Mom (since she
likes you better anyway), Dan the
German, acorns and ponies,
lemonade pops, lighters, a trip to
pyro-rehab, a dumpster, a tattoo,
some band tees, a giant pool raft,
the ability to play guitar as loud
as you please since I won’t be
home, smores, legos, Super Mario
Brothers, grilled cheese, the
Schnecksville diner, Dr. Pepper,
and Gregg’s treehouse. I love
you, you turd. Fallon - gnomes,
Kat Von D, swish swish swish,
and YOU DO EXIST! Bri - hedge
trimmers, campukuh/capeukuh,
excuseme, an E-town sweatshirt,
Benadryl, fruit snacks, chinese
food, and raspberry sauce. I’ll
miss you, you germ Lexi – Qmart, Bernard and his chapel,
Patty/Roxanne, a Palin’12 button, some soup, and bacon.
Ruth - a referee’s jersey, some
sparkles, and a new phone. You

Devon Caton
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone included
in this will for being the best
friends I’ll ever have. I love you
guys more than anything. Here
are a few special memories and
things to remember me by:
Ginger- epic fails & hours of
jumping waves, laying out, outside showers, vending machine
meals, the pink hotel and other
countless interesting motels, pictures in couches, bridge jumping,
kayaking, the best vacation of our
lives, “I’m on a boat…literally”,
stalking lifeguards, Slatedale
playground, our secret spots,
“just a friend”, football games,
Zeta Kappa Phi, happy hooker,
trespassing, John Cena, Adriana,
Robin Hood, Blair, Enrique, Macy
Grey, licorice, diet coke, slim jims,
jujubees, disney classics, monday
night sleepovers, Covered Bridge,
red & blue, my bed, my family, I
would die 4 u, my shoulder to
lean on, the fact that you’ll
always be my best friend Megaadoritos, making cereal come out
of your nose, baseball & volleyball games, texting in the same
room, our amazing dances, NW
boys, mall trips, dinner dates, hot
tub & trampoline talks, family

stupid freshman.
Darien/Caleb/Lucas - shaken
baby syndrome, fried steak, cake,
celery, fire, anger management
essays, teacher in-service days,
cinnamon gum, and house insurance for the many times you
almost set my house on fire. Josh
Schippers - a big hug, vegetarian
stickers, junk food, a fuzzy hoodie, and inappropriate topics of
discussion. Lena - a tombstone,
a coonskin hat, a certain math
teacher’s license plate, Cali burrito, outside showers, no shame,
lightsabers, Michaela’s bathroom,
frosted mini wheats, slim jims,
dolce&gabana, twinners, good
cds, and a jar of pickles, but I’ll
take nina. Jess - some clay pots,
marching band sweats, lots of
my ranting, a bob ross autograph, and a bunch of cutely
drawn animals. Kevin
Heberling - this is my only serious request - take care of the
young democrats club. Corey
Sargent - an engagement ring,
for when we get married and
reunions, my grandparents,
Lifetime, I Didn’t Know I Was
Pregnant, midnight runs,
Edward bites, M squared, Boom
Boom Pow, Michael Jackson, the
note that started this friendship
Lexybear- being the moms of the
group, eating constantly, Sex &
the City, Julia Roberts, being
“mysterious”, sampson’s one
unshaved paw, our talks, our
overall calmness, an invitation to
visit all next year Marty- bruises,
hour of laziness, the fact that
we’re normal, movies, cup stacking, History Channel, THE bow,
the ‘hair tie game,’ study halls,
new year’s, covered bridges,
peach rings & grape juice, my
“ugly” shades, my rings, almost
ending your life on a 4-wheeler,
bad hugs, locker aisles, lo/lov,
buddy days, real people pants,
the countless bets that I always
lose Bebers- the shirts I steal, my
cop outfit, massages, cuddle sessions, general hatred, the island,
all my homework, our loft,
Michael Buble, random freakouts,
tender love, “I just need a hug”,
Kate Beckinsale, twilight princess
D- 3 hours phone calls, opposite
personalities, constant boy
drama, undecided futures, my
boy machine, all the things we’ve
gotten each other through, our

you my best friend. “Break her
heart and I’ll break your
face.”Haha. Hartman: I leave
you Barbie stickers, shopping cart
rides and a reserved seat next to
me in detention. Oh wait, I got
out of that one. Haha. Andrew: I
leave you Frank, hunting trips,
and all my love. Chad: I leave
you sunflower seeds, ecology
class, the lion king ledge, and a
fist bump with your name on it.
Trevor: I leave you a copy of
Finding Nemo, basketball games,
videos of old times, long talks
about nothing but everything, my
lucky stick (which you already
have) falling into walls trying to
act cool, a pillow so when you
fall asleep on me I know you’re
comfortable, all the fun in the
world, the beach, Canada with
Megan, and most importantly:
“just keep swimming.” Steven: I
leave you walks at night with the
cops, walks in the morning with
the cops, young warthogs, scaring ladies in Philly, long talks on
the phone, prom night on repeat
(especially when I ran in the cabinet) peeing in Dana’s yard, and
last but not least a snickers welt
on your arm. Megan V: I leave
you parties at your house, floppy
pancakes, a replay of your birthday minus a few things, all the
food you ever gave me, more
fairies for your house, and the
question “what color does a
smurf turn if you choke it?”
Ashten: I leave you our notebook
of everything that ever happened
in our lives, the only way we stay
close. Sissy: I leave you sleepovers, long walks, Dylan (*tear*)
“Hi, I’m gay,” Zoey, and a path
from your house to mine. April: I
leave you the Phillies game, the
next morning, all my cheering

skills, and my phone number so
you can call me. I love you little
sister. Brittany: I leave you car
rides, racing cops (cheaters), offroading, honk, pretzels, pictures,
memories, and a spot for you in
my car always (that’s $145!) Love
you girl. Rascal: I leave you
peanut butter cookies, a girlfriend named Martha, and
Brittany. Take care of her while
I’m not here and don’t let her get
into any fights. I know I haven’t
been close with her for long but a
couple of months count as something. Don’t let her forget me
either. I love you little buddie.
Underclassmen: I leave you with
all the teachers who never paid
attention to you roaming the
halls because they were too busy
yelling at me to get back to class.
Live up your high school years
and don’t regret anything. You’ll
blink and it will be over so don’t
think about anything twice, do
everything you want and have
fun doing it. Mrs. Sarver: I leave
you with my spirit, my hair, and
flip flops just like you wanted!
Last but not least Nicole: I saved
the best for last. I leave you a bed
to sleep in, dogs that sing, our
first sleepover, my brother, my
trust, MN4L, the yes man face,
panty drops over the balcony,
cheer camp, back up dancers,
laughing about nothing, it’s time
for the perkulator, my shoulder
to cry on, a house with intercoms,
old and new songs, Hi Friend!, a
key to my car, my mom, my dedication, my love and my friendship. I look up to you in so many
ways and I love you for everything you are. I’ll always be here
for you! I love you to the moon
and back Bff.

attempt to rival the Duggars,
facebook, a gay pride pin, detentions, mrs.waz, and an a in sociology. Destiny - valley pizza,
sophie/claire, sal’s, lucky brand
friendship necklaces, my one free
under 18 punch, an IOU for a trip
to new york when I get my senior
license. Addison - all the stuff
you know I would have left you,
plus an apology. Good luck.
Christopher - gerbils, tully, blue
paint, a box of golden tickets, all
of my awful paintings, a million

movie tickets, family guy on dvd,
the palmerton hotel, permanent
shotgun in claire, a bottle of
cough syrup, china house II,
nachos, lots of zyrtec, a japanese
flag, blue slushies, the diner,
enough pokemon to last like, forever, homecoming, ruth,
omelettes for a certain few, a tiedye shirt!, florida, my october
2009 SAT scores, haha, a carrabba’s gift card, brand new, an
extra day for all your projects,
mrs.becker’s nickname for you, a

bottle of yellow nail polish, the
car that hit me in OC, an apology
for ‘the first time we broke up?’,
a funny drawing for everyone
who was ever mean to me, funny
newspaper headings, an $800 texting bill, thanks, sapphire?!?!?!,
the crypt, a concussion, coach,
sobe green tea, and lots of other
stuff I forgot. I love you forever,
best friend.

long lasting friendship Seanzers…her gently, sarcasm, House,
Donnie Darko, Lady Gaga, the
hook handed mafia, fishes, tickle
fights, weekend hangouts, skittles
in people’s yards, pixie sticks,

hours of sleep, bad idea ’10
Jimmers- the grinch, dipping
electrical wires in water, driving
too fast, Kesha, 11th grade Hr,
bitterness, our lack of effort,
warm ups, tag teams, mom jokes

making others look dumb without them realizing, fix fights,
Indian warrior Christian- center
city, dorney trips, scary
clown/doll movies, Lola, cheering you on at every football
game, my love for your mother, a
promise to visit whenever I can
Dom- back scratches, long talks,
outfit advice, my raised hand,
our egos, Donnie Darko, Singalongs, If your happy and you
know it, flying pizza, screaming
at lunch Jojobear- water fights,
your basement, prom night,
Sean’s house, basketball games,
my girl approval, talking through
movies, James Bond, tents, 2

The Boys (Brunner, Bolton,
Hartman)- When a Stranger
Calls, tubing, barking, late night
calls, threatening boyfriends,
nights at nick’s, my asian heritage, nick falling down the stairs,
the corn maze Ashten- Charlie,
the vault, mini wheats, walking
laps, my secret spy, the love journal, pauses, complaining, Romeo
& Juliet, always being honest
Kels & Schmanders- spanish
class, movie nights, road trips to
games, gossip, picking on Kels,
making Tay mad TeenersShawn “the troll” Johnson, Cold
Case, bad parties, liking no one,
my creeping skills, my homeland,

constant talks about anything,
tactics, our amazing nothingness
Shawn- gym, the biased golf
chart, jerkin, saggin, our walks
into school Travis & Alex- country music, horrible spelling,
wanting to get out, being blunt,
Scooby, D-Von, picking on Ashten
Mini- being honest, boy problems, flag football, running the
school, your perfect imitation
Spim- after school eating sessions, grocery shopping, Teeth,
tanning oil, quizzes Becky &
Nicole- sleepovers at megaa’s,
junk food, laughing until we cry,
our lunch table, yelling at people,
always being entertaining Justin
& Josh- making faces behind my
back, Anatomy, locker wars, our
plan, homeroom, messing with
my stuff, plenty of nicknames
Senor Hauck- our mutual love
for House and bacon, our after
school gossip sessions, our intervention skills, laughing until
we’re almost in tears Mr.
Schmidt- 9th grade English, my
fantastic movie project, story time
otherwise known as make fun of
everyone time, your career
advice.

Megan: I leave you a copy of
Finding Nemo and Yes Man,
baseball games, last summer,
secret talks in the dugout, buttsketball, McDonalds trips, Ice
Cream dates, a tent for your sunroom, all the clothes you let me
borrow, Greta, road trips, last
year’s baseball games, bus rides,
future dates, college visits,
Canada with Trevor, nights on
the town and so much more. I
love you baseball buddie so
much. Oh and Captain Black,
that hottie (literally)! Alexa: I
leave you a lifetime supply of
monsters so you can make as
many trips around campus
before your first class starts,
sleepovers, basing, flying!, all my
knowledge and amazing dance
skills because we all know I was
the one helping you out all these
years haha, but seriously, I leave
you with so many memories and
so many more to come. You’re an
amazing girl and I love you!
Devon and Lena: Lena- I leave
you apples to apples, true colors,
and all the luck in the world.
Dev- I leave you two things, the
ability to know when I’m going
to get in a fight and Wanna
Vonda? Love you both! Dana: I
leave you your camper, a tent,
the hot tub, I gotta pee, “fake”
dogs, forever young, matching
shoes, Luke Skywalker, that
SpongeBob episode, that newspaper, code words, Dayyboo, prom
and homecoming, Patrick, Dana
Bay-Buh, fork, spoon, twister,
stalking, McDonalds, James
Pinecircle, joy for the cubbs,
Charles, superwoman, Aiden,
LilyAnn, Alfonzo, everything
else, and my never ending friendship. July 7th 2009 Tyler: I leave

Briana Riddick
Jenbunny: I leave you with our road trip with Steph, watching Mean Girls about 2 times a week, walking into your
room & falling asleep, “Do you want me to turn the lights off? Mhmm”, our trip to the King of Prussia mall &
getting lost, going to McDonalds everyday of the week once, taking care of you when you had your surgery,
working at good ole’ Hollister. I am glad we recommence our friendship this year. Also, thank you for being there
for me when I needed you the most Oh, and thanks for hitting me with your car. Robby Hanzlik: I leave you with
trips to Cici’s & Old Country Buffet, my hatred for you in
10th grade and the walk down to the river. You are like my
brother and if you ever need to talk to me, I’m always there
for you. Tyler Bartik: I leave you with our handshake, live
long and prosperous. Jordan Waylen: Don’t do anything
stupid, ha. Nicholas Anthony Valentini & Chad Mazepa: I
leave you with our trips to McDonalds, Steph’s serving
skills, feeding Jenny when she had her surgery, watching the
Flyers, and LASTLY “Is it hot in here?” Casey Gavalla &
Ashley Tadman: Keep your heads up, and live your life.
Don’t let anyone knock you down. They are just simply
jealous of your gorgeousness and kind heart. Carly
(carlyfries)& Tor: I leave you with our OUTRAGEOUS
sleepovers, bus rides home from soccer, “ WHERE YA GUYS HEADIN?” the ride to northwestern basketball
game, “uhh, we got a grill”, Applebee’s, COOKIE SUNDAE, Strawberry Lemonade, conahkicks, and acting crazy
on the bench. I love you girls so much and I’m glad we became so close. I cannot wait until this summer, 13 days! ;)
SHE DOESN’T EVEN GO HERE. Marissa F & Sam C: $3.25, nuff said. You two are thee craziest girls that I
know, and I love it :) Even though I am behind lacey Neff’s dog (ha),
you two are my favorite sophomores. Girls Soccer Team: Good luck
with coach! I am glad I got to meet everyone, especially Tituba. Yes,
coach can be a little insane sometimes but he means the best for you
girls, so do not take it the wrong way. Also, please learn to take
criticism. J.A.M.B: You girls made me the girl who I am today. So
therefore I leave you with our vacation to Cape May. We got to
experience getting ran into by a girl who just said, “Excuse me”,
meeting cute hockey players from NJ, and lastly getting hit with a moon
pie. Luckily, we got this all on camera. Our obsession for Chinese food,
“pineth cabinth number one.” our sleepovers/photo shoots, and Lastly I
leave you with our favorite lyric, “Dear friends thanks for the best years
of my life I mean that. You have been there for every step of the way and I’m so happy to have found someone like
you. Cause with out you I don’t know what I would do.” Jordan Herzog (Mama Jor) First, I would like to start
this with R.I.P Griffin. To resume this last will, I leave you with mud pie, Hamster A & B, showering your hair
with hairspray foam, Fantastic Four, and after school hang out sessions at your house. Even though we aren’t that
close as we used to be, I am so glad we became close friends in Middle School. Addie George (ADSUN): I leave
you with clathic movie thenes, sleepovers at your house, managing the boys basketball team (priceless), going to
your house after school to watch you tube videos, scoring at soccer and doing the Michael Jackson move, my love
for Tad George, quoting movie scenes with you, “ITS MY LITTLE POOPSIES BIRFDAY!” and greeting people &
welcoming them into Northern Lehigh. Stephbuh (STEFFFFY): I leave you with cross-country, us being groupies,
our midnight diner runs, kicka**, my little toaster, our sad
obsession with McDonalds, after lunch gossip, your imitation
on people, your uncontrolled hiccups, passion pit, MGMT, Kid
Cuddi, road trips, going to martins just to sleep on his bed,
“HEY! What’s up, welcome to the pier”? Máhtín & Dylan
Thanks for burping in my face for the past years, ha. I leave
you guys’ soccer pick up games, man hunt, having parties in
the basement, dirt biking, almost killing me while drifting, our
fun/ crazy sleepover.
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SCHMANDbearpig: I leave you forking, it’s a jeep thing, unfinished spit games, that one slice of cake Roxy liked
and tanner ate it, walks from school, that deer that ran in front of us walking, excuse me, adventures down to
Galio’s, roaming the neighborhood with scooters and bicycles, soccer buddies since middle school, “ This field isn’t
big enough for the two of us KA-CHING”, our annual fights, finishing what the other would end up saying, I leave
you LIPS, yes I said lips ;)… and lastly I leave you a shoulder to cry on. Whenever you need me, I will always be
there for you. Anyone else who crossed paths with my presence… I am glad I have met all of you


Emily Mulcahy
Zion: Boo, so many memories so little space, I’d like to leave you Middle
School, and all the green pee and purple love you’d like, I’d also like you to
keep that picture of Derek, and the miles of hair you’ve cut and dyed over the
past 6 years. Also keep all the dirty festivals, 5 hours of rain, and getting
shoved around forever. Eat enough nachos, frozen pizza, and energy drinks to
keep you healthy. Car rides with Ryan, and our awkward bowling night. I’d
like you to take all our summers and Nazareth days and keep them safe. Last
but least I want you to have a piña colada over your head, a shove into a crazy
610 mosh, and long walks. Also, take Mrs. Becker and our middle school
fights. Jake: Best friend since 2, the years went by so fast. I leave you some
sand down your shorts. I leave you hide and seek, and “skinny dipping.” I
leave you a closet full of “games” and the nights when lightning bugs were
more than enough. One last swing, and a pack of reds cause I’m older even
though I’m the little sister. Brooke: The new best friend. Wookie, it’s been
such a short time but a great one. I want you to go to mommy’s while I’m
gone and eat all the waffles I’m missing out on. I leave you that walking stick
at the mall, the 30 year old lifeguard, and a private toilet, IN CASE the
moment strikes. I also want you to never forget my wookie noise and all the
true stories we’ve been through. Don’t kill yourself while I’m gone. Addie: I leave you vicious fights, and sweet
make up sessions. I leave you a thousand more soccer seasons together,
and a better senior year. I leave you a race to the porta john that no one
could actually use then. I leave you a best friend to sneak to the boy’s
house with so you can say you were taking her home. I leave you a very
small yellow polka dot bikini, and me sticking my belly over my toes.
I’d like you to take my goalie gloves, and my first pair of cleats. I also
leave you many very short cross country practices and the huge poop at
the rock. Dan: I leave you the first year, when we didn’t know what
fighting was and an amazing summer even without being able to drive. I
leave you flowers, the river, and an extra pair of my clothes for the
occasional water fights. I’d like you to keep all the chicken, and the
German accent. I leave you picnics, and the occasional stop on the side
of the road. I leave you a bleeding toe and that stupid soccer game
during the lord of the rings marathon. I leave you a hay ride, an
awkward kiss in the rain, and all the strange ones thereafter. I leave Dr.
Quays class if you know what I mean. Take truth or dare and never have
I ever, and when you head off to college lots of extra towels. And after I
leave all those nice things I also ask you to TAKE BACK THE LIES.
Bre: I leave you the best stories and drama, good music to dance to, and
laughing forever. Tasha: I leave you stolen things from your purse,
catching you in down falling moments, omelets with nick and t-sell,
good conversations, secrets, and most of all someone who’s always there for you. Dom: I leave you an extra hand to
hold, and a cheek to always kiss. I ask you to find a girl and hold her close. I also leave you the two years I was
never there. I leave you some extra goodies, and I want to thank you for being there when my parents split. Cross
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country team: I definitely leave you guys 12 inches of fun, and spaghetti dinner debates. I leave the boys, my
cousin Alex to help them get to states take care of him, and Austin DON’T KILL HIM. To the girls I leave the rock
which Addie cursed on, and the boys peed on. I leave them the bridge at the canal and “running together.” I leave
them some last words and lots of rocks instead of slate. And for those of you with the girly products in the woods,
and the huge dump conversation I hope you keep those sacred. Girls Soccer: I leave you the bus, and some major
B.E.’s. I leave you some winning seasons and “in no way do I find this funny”, I leave you huge fights and major
make ups, and I also leave you a goalie which I hope falls from heaven, because at least they could fly. I also leave
you all a penguin, and some easy practices. I’ll try to take all the quitting and injuries along Thanks for a great
senior year. Rachael & Sam: I leave you this crazy school, and all the secrets of growing up to be cool and unique
individuals. I hope the two of you stay strong, stay smart and stay gorgeous. Volleyball crew: I leave you a guy
with tribal tats and body piercings. I leave you more laughs then game time. I leave JP rolling in the sand, and a tshirt to where. Oh and vitamins, and Joey’s steroid serve. Buddie: Although you are not yet in High school, I’m
sure you will read this from me. I leave you my bedroom to sneak out of. A school full of great friends, and the
soccer team whom you’ve met already. I leave someone else to take care of you, and drive you around. I leave you
my music, my soda, and my band tees. I love you little brother. Have fun… not too much though.

Rachel Getz
This past four years in Northern Lehigh High School has been an amazing road. Amanda White: you’re like my
sister and my best friend. You know everything there is to know about me. I leave you our messy locker 753. I
leave you all the out nights that lasted a whole day. Our crazy dreams which is how you ended up panda and I ended
up bear. I leave you our sleepovers and crazy talks. I leave you senior year cheering camp. I leave you our laugh and
tears. You will always be my best friend. Never change who you are. You’re an amazing girl and I am lucky to have
a person like you in my life. I love you Panda. David: I leave you high school. You have two years left, live them
up and make them the best. You’re the best brother a sister could ask for. Love you. Shelbie and Shelly: I haven’t
seen two people who love each other more than you two. I leave you both memories from our sleepovers. I leave
you senior year C lunch. Finally I leave you a balloon popper. I hope we stay as close as we are now through the
years. Love you guys. Zion: I leave you paint and paint brushes because you’re an amazing artist and an amazing
person. I leave you a CD of all the random songs we sang in painting class. Love you. Kyle, Marcus, Kody,
Brandon, Nick, Jimmy, And Drewy: I leave you a bonfire and a garage and all the funny memories together.
Clint: I leave you our talks and disagreements about things. I also will take your advice with me. But most
importantly you’re my best friend!!!. Casey: I leave you moose ears, and yes I did make you roll on the floor! Casey
we are friends! yes I finally admitted it and can’t say we aren’t anymore. Finally, I leave you my sweat pants that
surprisingly fit you! Love you. Candace: I leave you our talks in lunch. I leave you our fight over Nestor, which
both realized was totally stupid and a waste of a week without each other. I can’t wait to go to the gym together this
summer. Best of luck in cheering. Love you besty. Destiny: I leave you a math book for all of our crazy times
together. I also leave you WALMART! Love you FAVORITEE!. Alyssa: I leave you every part of dance team. I
leave you cheering and I also leave you our crazy talks and pizza. Love you. Travis: I leave you our talks in study
hall. I leave you ice cream that you can eat anyway you want to and I won’t complain. Martin: I leave you a hand
shake! I also leave you a basketball, so one day soon we can finally play a game and I can kick your butt! Shawn: I
leave you a headache, which you said I always gave you one. Derek: I leave you buga wuga wuga! ROCKET
POWER! RUSSELL: I leave you NLHS forever. I also leave you me. I hope you guide me through everything I do
and make sure I am safe. Love you and miss you.

Aaron Rarick
Throughout my years at Northern Lehigh I have met many interesting people and had many exciting experiences. As
my four years come to a close I will be deeply saddened, but will take solace in the fact that my memories will live
on in these pages for decades to come. Scott: I leave you 90% of my memories from my senior year, our fun trip,
outside pokemon, almost getting killed by Fronnie, all my track ability, and a nice girl. I’ll miss you man. Fronnie: I
leave you carpooling to Lehigh, the two craziest shows I have ever been to, epic talks about music, and driving
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lessons. Danish: I leave you spaghetti dinner responsibilities, XC hazing, a track medal, and the title of “responsible
one” in our group. Fleming: I leave you your horrible firefighting skills, running, running, more running, and all
those medals you would have won if you switched sports earlier. XC Team: I leave you epic spaghetti dinners,
Dusty Hamm, running in the summer, not being able to live up to Bobby Chandler or Fleming, and States 2009. You
guys better go back to states next year. Jon Haab: I leave you Scholastic Scrimmage, the school water fountain
data, and Lehigh. Mike Hofmann: I leave you spaghetti dinner debates and the Benjamin Button nickname.
Payton: I leave you a crown, a castle, a throne, and anything else associated with being a queen. Erica: I leave you
4 years of being locker buddies and my sweet locker sign. G-Fabs: I leave you half of a dollar bill, tree touching, a
seahorse silly band, Tuesday Mama’s trips, and not being able to find your shoes. Steph: I leave you senioritis,
permanent shotgun in my car, and a bottle of maple syrup for pranking. Coach Oertner: I leave you all our success
this year, man muscles, the three halves speech, and all our team memories. Mrs. Turoscy, Mrs. Lanshe, Mr.
DeLong, and Mrs. Evans: Thank you for awakening my academic curiosity these last four years, putting up with
my procrastination, and caring enough to give me a firm kick in the butt when I needed it. Everyone not named
individually: Thank you for making these four years as special and amazing as they have been. Goodbye and good
luck.

German Students and German Club Take Trip to Ellis Island
On February 20th of this year, Frau Schmidt took her German Club and upper level German students on a day trip to
Ellis Island Immigration Museum. The students spent a chilly but sunny Saturday learning what immigrants
experienced as they were processed in this early Federal immigration station. They also had the opportunity to
access some of the passenger records of the ships that brought the immigrants here. Some students were able to use
these records to determine part of their own ancestry. A short cruise boat ride on New York Harbor took everyone to
Ellis Island and we ended the day with another brief
boat ride to the grounds of the nearby Statue of Liberty.
The trip was funded by a grant from the Northern
Lehigh Education Foundation. Those who participated
and are pictured in the photo are: Dana Fricker, Cory
Wagner, Shannon Strohl, Kelli Hunsicker, Megan
Vernon, Eleni Kalamaris, Jessica Schultz, Kayla Sigley,
Kristy Pfrom, Calli Zaleski, Courtney Blocker, Jill
Zeiser, Jessica Szyucht, Taren Fritzinger, and Maggie
Sauerwine.
Some quotes from the students regarding their trip:
“I…found out that I have a few ancestors that came to
Ellis Island and that made me feel connected to
history.” - Kristy Pfrom
“We got insights into the struggles our ancestors went through to become an American citizen. It was easy to
visualize the hundreds of people in the hallway, in which we were standing, hundreds of years ago, waiting to see if
they would be allowed into the wonderful land which they had heard of.” – Dana Fricker and Courtney Blocker

